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FOREWORD
THE CHARLOTTE HOUSING AUTHORITY began participating in the

Moving to Work (MTW) demonstration program, known locally as Moving
Forward, in 2007. To measure our program’s progress, CHA contracted
with the Center for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS) at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. A team of UNC-Chapel Hill researchers,
led by Dr. William Rohe, carefully designed an evaluation protocol that
monitors the implementation, outcomes, and impacts of our many Moving
Forward initiatives, which include expanded supportive services, rent reform,
and implementation of a work requirement. We also asked CURS to survey
programs adopted by other MTW agencies, so that our staff may evaluate them
for consideration for possible adoption in Charlotte.
This recently completed report presents activities that the 39 participating
housing authorities have adopted using MTW flexibility. While this report does
not address the extent to which each new initiative has fulfilled its objectives,
it does provide valuable insight into the range of innovations that have been
adopted under the MTW program. This report thoroughly documents the
history of the MTW program and catalogues the program’s initiatives by its
three statutory goals, achieving cost savings, moving families to self-sufficiency,
and expanding housing options.
As MTW Agreements are nearing completion and expansion of the program
is being considered, we hope that this report can serve as a resource to both
agencies and policymakers alike to provide insight into the various MTW
initiatives. I am excited to share this report with you and hope that you will
find it useful in your work.
Sincerely,

A. FULTON MEACHEM, JR.

President/CEO
Charlotte Housing Authority

The Charlotte Housing Authority has utilized MTW budget flexibility to add amenities to both First Ward (pictured on cover)
and the Retreat at Renaissance, both HOPE VI redevelopments.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

or modify certain regulations, and
to combine various HUD operating
subsidies into a single, flexible
account. Twenty-four PHAs were
initially selected to participate in
MTW, some in conjunction with
HUD’s Jobs-Plus demonstration.
Thirty-nine PHAs are currently
participating in MTW, the most since
the program began.
The purpose of this report is to
classify and catalog the various
initiatives that PHAs have
implemented as part of their

participation in MTW. To do so,
CURS staff consulted each agency’s
most recent annual report and
categorized each activity along
MTW’s three statutory goals.
Prior to publication, the report
was distributed to participating
agencies for comments, additions,
and clarifications. In addition to
cataloging each agency’s MTW
activities, the report outlines a brief
history of MTW, provides conclusions
and summary comments, and calls for
additional program evaluation.

Photo courtesy of Gregg Krogstad for the King County Housing Authority

SINCE ITS ENACTMENT in 1996,
the US Department of Housing
and Urban Development’s Moving
to Work (MTW) demonstration
program has allowed participating
public housing authorities (PHAs) to
develop and test innovative programs
that: (i) expand housing options; (ii)
move families toward self-sufficiency;
and (iii) develop administrative cost
savings and provide services in more
cost-effective ways. MTW allows
participating agencies the ability to
request HUD waivers to suspend

1
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INCREASING 			
COST-EFFECTIVENESS

MOVING FAMILIES 			
TO SELF-SUFFICIENCY

+ Nearly all MTW PHAs have

+ Eight housing authorities (Atlanta,

reduced the frequency of income
recertifications. Seven PHAs
have adopted triennial and nine
conduct biennial recertifications
for elderly/disabled residents, while
an additional nine have moved to
biennial recertifications agencywide. In addition to these, eight
PHAs conduct both triennial
recertifications for elderly/disabled
tenants and biennial recertifications
for work-able residents.
+ Many PHAs are engaging in some

type of rent reform, either by
raising minimum rents (examples
include $75 for Charlotte, Chicago,
and Minneapolis, and $125 for
Atlanta and San Bernardino);
adopting tiered/banded rents where
tenants pay 30% of the lower end
of income bands as their rent; or
moving to stepped rents where
the portion of income paid as rent
increases over time.
+ Nearly all agencies have simplified

income calculations. Such efforts
include excluding income from
assets and/or allowing households
to self-certify assets below a certain
amount, adopting standard or
tiered deductions, and eliminating
deductions and asset verification
altogether so that rent is calculated as
a percentage of gross income.

+ Participating authorities have utilized

MTW flexibility to reduce costs
associated with Housing Quality
Standards (HQS) inspections for
project-based voucher (PBV) and
tenant-based Housing Choice Voucher
(HCV) units. These initiatives include
reducing inspection frequency for
high-performing units or landlords,
adopting local inspection standards,
and allowing landlords to self-certify
repairs of minor violations.
+ Other popular initiatives to increase

cost-effectiveness include supporting
green building practices, moving
to site-based wait lists, adopting a
Local Asset Management Program,
and employing software systems to
streamline agency operations.

Innovation in Public Housing: The Moving to Work Demonstration

Champaign, Charlotte, Chicago,
Delaware, Lawrence-Douglas,
Louisville, and San Bernardino)
have adopted a work requirement
for work-able residents. These
policies mandate that tenants
work between 15 to 35 hours per
week, and they differ on how the
requirement may be fulfilled and
on the level of support provided to
residents. In addition, Lincoln and
Vancouver have adopted minimum
earned income (MEI) policies
which mandate that tenants earn
a certain amount of wage income.
If a tenant’s wages fall below this
level (or if they are not working),
their rent calculation is still based
on the minimum earned income.
In Lincoln, the minimum earned
income is equivalent to 25 weekly
hours at minimum wage, while
Vancouver’s MEI is $9,000 annually
per work-able adult.
+ Several agencies are experimenting

with mandatory participation
in self-sufficiency programming.
Delaware and Keene require all
work-able residents to participate
in such programming, and several
others require those paying
minimum rent, within certain
income brackets, or living in
particular developments to enroll.

2

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MTW authorities are piloting programs that seek
the appropriate balance of outreach efforts,
incentives, and sanctions to sufficiently engage
residents in self-sufficiency programming,
including work requirements, time limits,
merged self-sufficiency programs, and more
generous escrow accounting.

+ MTW flexibility has enabled PHAs

to reconsider Family Self-Sufficiency
(FSS) program parameters. Several
housing authorities have merged
their public housing and HCV
FSS programs and/or altered
the time frames associated with
FSS; examples include reducing
participation to four years in
Baltimore or eliminating time limits
in Charlotte.
+ Escrow accounts and other financial

incentives geared toward increasing
self-sufficiency are a common area
of innovation. Minneapolis and
Charlotte have established incentive
accounts for most or all residents.
For those participating in its merged
self-sufficiency program, Portland
places tenants’ rent payments above
$350 into an incentive account;
these funds are available to residents

3

following successful graduation
from a self-sufficiency program.
Baltimore, D.C., San Antonio, and
San Mateo are experimenting with
paying residents to complete selfsufficiency related tasks. Seattle has
replaced its escrow program with a
savings match for households ready
to leave subsidized housing for the
private market or homeownership.
+ Nearly all agencies are delivering

some form of programming aimed at
supporting self-sufficiency activities.
Agencies frequently partner with
community-based programs and
educational institutions, such as
community colleges, to deliver
budgeting, basic housekeeping, and
parenting classes in addition to
job-skills and certification initiatives
for careers like childcare, medical
assisting, and food preparation.

+ Many MTW housing authorities

have undertaken public health
initiatives to increase physical
activity for residents, and several
are delivering programming to
improve health outcomes. Atlanta,
Charlotte, and San Antonio have
partnered to improve public parks
and construct walking/cycling
trails near developments. Other
PHAs are installing fitness centers
and creating community gardens,
while Lawrence-Douglas, Portland,
San Antonio, Seattle, and Tacoma
(among others) have banned smoking
in all public housing developments.
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+ Many agencies have collaborated
EXPANDING HOUSING OPTIONS
+ Nearly all MTW PHAs are

increasing supportive housing
options in their communities, either
through sponsor-based vouchers
administered by local service
agencies, short-term transitional
housing, voucher set-asides
for vulnerable populations, or
specialized wait list priority. These
programs are expanding housing
options for a variety of hard-tohouse populations, including the
formerly homeless, those with
mental health and/or substance
abuse issues, youth aging out of
foster care, and domestic violence
victims, among others.

with local private developers to
expand housing options by creating
mixed-income communities that
leverage public funds – including
Low Income Housing Tax Credits
(LIHTC) – and private investments.
+ Several PHAs are using MTW

flexibility to move residents to highopportunity neighborhoods. Under
these initiatives, PHAs have set
higher Fair Market Rents (FMRs) in
desirable areas, created sub-market
rents for particular areas, increased
maximum tenant rent burdens, and
prioritized property acquisition in
low-poverty neighborhoods and
along transit corridors.

+ Three PHAs are piloting programs

to confront the rise in foreclosures.
Minneapolis, New Haven, and
Orlando are providing Housing
Choice Voucher (HCV) assistance to
households at risk of foreclosure. In
addition, Minneapolis is acquiring,
rehabilitating, and renting
previously-foreclosed properties.
+ Other popular MTW initiatives

that expand housing options include
creating a subsidiary agency to
develop affordable housing, shifting
HCV allocation from tenantbased to project-based vouchers,
streamlining property acquisition
procedures, and conducting
outreach to current and potential
HCV landlords.

Many PHAs are providing supportive services, computer labs, and community centers at developments they own and
manage. The Charlotte Housing Authority has used its MTW budgetary flexibility to build a community center (pictured
here) that includes computer labs, wifi, exercise equipment, and a leasing office at a new HOPE VI development.
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MTW HISTORY AND REPORT METHODS
SINCE ITS ENACTMENT as part of the 1996 federal budget, the Moving to Work (MTW) demonstration has
provided participating public housing authorities (PHAs) the flexibility to develop innovative policies that: (i) expand
housing options for low-income households; (ii) move families toward self-sufficiency; and (iii) provide services in
more efficient and cost-effective ways. MTW allows PHAs to request waivers from the US Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) for various policies and rules, and authorities may combine many HUD allocations into a
single, flexible fund. This report catalogs MTW policies implemented by participating PHAs, highlights particularly
innovative initiatives, and suggests opportunities for future research and evaluation.

HISTORY OF MTW

The Moving to Work demonstration
was authorized by the Omnibus
Consolidated Rescissions and
Appropriations Act of 1996—i.e.,
the federal budget.1 The authorizing
language is rather broad, with the
demonstration aiming to allow PHAs
the flexibility to test innovative
policies related to its three statutory
goals, which are to:
1. “Reduce costs and achieve

greater cost effectiveness in
Federal expenditures;”
2. “Give incentives to families

with children where the head of
household is working, seeking
work, or is preparing for work
by participating in job training,
educational programs, or
programs that assist people
to obtain employment and

become economically selfsufficient;” and
3. “Increase housing choices for

low-income families.”
While HUD hoped to evaluate
piloted programs for national
adoption — thus making MTW a
housing innovation lab — only a few
nationwide evaluations of MTW have
been undertaken due to program
design and data collection issues. 2
The broad mandates of MTW have
led PHAs to propose a wide variety
of programs and initiatives, so
teasing out the effects of a particular
program is difficult. Compounding
the difficulty of any systematic
evaluation is unstandardized data
collection across the participating
authorities and lack of HUD funding
for evaluation.3 However, HUD has
recently mandated that MTW PHAs
report on a common set of metrics;
this may support future evaluations

and facilitate decisions concerning
national adoption of certain policies.
Given these limitations, only a
few MTW evaluations have been
conducted, and each is limited in
scope. A 2004 report by the Urban
Institute occurred relatively early
in the demonstration when many
PHAs had largely proposed only
smaller-scale initiatives.4 In addition,
evaluators found it difficult to
establish what programs were allowed
by MTW flexibility and which would
have been attempted regardless.
Other reports by both HUD5 and
the Congressional Research Service6
highlighted particularly innovative
programs within each of the three
statutory goals instead of cataloging
innovations across all PHAs.

1

Department of Housing and Urban Development. (2010). Moving to Work: Interim Policy Applications and the Future of the Demonstration (pp. 1–73).
Washington, D.C. Retrieved from portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=DOC_10134.pdf

2

Brick, C., & McCarty, M. (2012). Moving to Work (MTW): Housing Assistance Demonstration Program (pp. 1–27). Washington, D.C. Retrieved from
http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/CRS_Moving_to_Work_Report_2012.pdf

3

Government Accountability Office. (2012). Moving to Work Demonstration: Opportunities Exist to Improve Information and Monitoring (pp. 1–67).
Washington, D.C. Retrieved from http://gao.gov/assets/600/590226.pdf

Abravanel, M. D., Smith, R., Turner, M., Cove, E., Harris, L. E., & Manjarrez, C. (2004). Testing Public Housing Deregulation: a summary assessment of HUD’s
“Moving to Work” demonstration (p. 36). Washington, D.C. Retrieved from http://www.urban.org/publications/311009.html

4

5

5

Department of Housing and Urban Development. (2010). Moving to Work: Interim Policy Applications and the Future of the Demonstration (pp. 1–73).
Washington, D.C. Retrieved from portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=DOC_10134.pdf

6

Brick, C., & McCarty, M. (2012). Moving to Work (MTW): Housing Assistance Demonstration Program (pp. 1–27). Washington, D.C. Retrieved from
http://nlihc.org/sites/default/files/CRS_Moving_to_Work_Report_2012.pdf
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FIGURE 1
Timeline of HUD approval of MTW application by housing authority.
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Cambridge, MA
Delaware State Housing Authority
Keene, NH
Lawrence-Douglas County, KS
Lincoln, NE
Massachusetts Department of Housing
and Community Development
Minneapolis, MN
Portage, OH
Portland, OR
San Antonio, TX
San Mateo, CA
Seattle, WA
Tulare County, CA
Vancouver, WA
Baltimore, MD*
San Diego, CA
Chattanooga, TN*
Cuyahoga, OH*
Dayton, OH*
Los Angeles, CA*
St. Paul, MN*
Greene, NC
High Point, NC
Atlanta, GA
District of Columbia
King County, WA
New Haven, CT
Oakland, CA
Philadelphia, PA
Chicago, IL
Pittsburgh, PA**
Charlotte, NC**
Alaska Housing Finance Corporation
San Bernadino, CA
San Jose, CA
Santa Clara, CA
Orlando, FL
Tacoma, WA
Champaign County, IL
Boulder Housing Partners
Lexington-Fayette, KY
Columbus, GA
Fairfax County, VA
Holyoke, MA
Reno, NV
Number of participating agencies

Authorities in bold are currently participating in the demonstration.
*Participated in MTW in addition to the Jobs-Plus Initiative
**Pittsburgh and Charlotte were added to the demonstration by Congressional action in 1999 but did not sign MTW agreements utnil 2008 and 2007, respectively.
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MTW HISTORY AND REPORT METHODS
FIGURE 2
Timeline

MTW PROGRAM
ENTRANCE AND EXIT
2003
5 Jobs-Plus sites complete
and exit MTW,
1 withdraws

1999
6 opt out before
signing agreements

7

1997

1998

43 PHAs
apply

30 selected
by HUD

Birmingham, Cherokee
Nation, Los Angleles County,
Stevens Point, Tampa, Utah
consortium

Baltimore, Chattanooga, Cuyahoga,
Dayton,
Los Angeles, St. Paul

King County joins

2 named in legislation*
Charlotte, Pittsburgh

2000

2004

5 added in competition
1 added by HUD selection

3 complete
demonstration

Atlanta, D.C., King County*, New
Haven, Oakland, Philadelphia,
Chicago

Greene, High Point,
San Diego

Center for Urban and Regional Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Photos courtesy of the Charlotte Housing Authority, Home Forward, Gregg Krogstad for the King
County Housing Authority, and William Wright Photography for the King County Housing Authority

2008
4 added by legislation

2006
Pittsburgh signs
MTW agreement

Alaska, San Bernardino, San Jose,
Santa Clara

2011

2 return to MTW

2 added in competition

Baltimore, San Diego

Boulder, Lexington-Fayette

2007

2013

Charlotte signs
MTW agreement

4 added in
competition

2009

Columbus (GA),
Fairfax County,
Holyoke, Reno

3 added in competition
Champaign County, Orlando,
Tacoma

* Agencies that were named or added but didn’t sign MTW agreements until a later date
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MTW HISTORY AND REPORT METHODS

TIMELINE OF PARTICIPATING
HOUSING AUTHORITIES

The initial 1996 MTW authorization
called for 30 PHAs to participate
in the demonstration; in response,
HUD put out a call for participation
and selected 30 authorities from 43
that applied (Figures 1 and 2). In the
course of negotiating their initial
MTW agreements, six applicants
elected to withdraw from the
demonstration.7 Two additional PHAs
(Charlotte and Pittsburgh) were
added to MTW by legislation in 1999
but did not enter the demonstration
until several years later. A 2000 call
for applications among large PHAs
added six additional participants,
while another (Chicago) was directly
selected by HUD outside of the
application process. The six PHAs
that were participating in MTW
in conjunction with the Jobs-Plus
demonstration completed their MTW
participation in 2003, while another
three not participating in Jobs-Plus
left in 2004.8 MTW participating
authorities remained stable until
2008, when four new PHAs were
added by legislation, and another two
previously-participating authorities

9

(Baltimore and San Diego) returned
to active status. Further HUD
solicitations resulted in the addition
of three, two, and four authorities
in 2009, 2011, and 2013. As of
2014, 39 PHAs are participating in
MTW, the most over the course of the
demonstration.

METHODS

The following three sections
catalog the innovations reported by
participating PHAs in their most
recent annual reports available on
the HUD MTW website, organized
by MTW’s three statutory goals.9
Prior to publishing this document,
CURS contacted staff at every MTW
agency for comments and additions
which are reflected in this document.
We have chosen to describe all
activities listed by PHAs in their
respective reports and have not
attempted to differentiate between
those activities that are possible only
because of waived HUD regulations
and those that might have been done
without them. We have not excluded
any initiatives because participating
PHAs might have been able to
undertake a particular activity

because of the financial flexibility
allowed by the MTW program. The
Charlotte Housing Authority, for
example, used its financial flexibility
to greatly increase the number of
residents receiving case management
and enhanced services without a
HUD waiver.
In reviewing MTW initiatives, we
find that several ‘fit’ within more
than one statutory goal. For example,
rent reform might increase revenues
while also promoting self-sufficiency
among tenants. When this occurs, we
have attempted to categorize them
in the most relevant section while
also cross-referencing them in other
sections of the report. Further, the
appendix provides a table of activities
each agency is pursuing as part of its
MTW authorization.

7

Birmingham, Cherokee Nation, Los Angeles County, Stevens Point, Tampa, and a consortium of Utah PHAs.

8

Jobs-Plus is a demonstration project to increase work efforts among public housing tenants in Baltimore, Chattanooga, Cleveland, Dayton, Los Angeles,
St. Paul, and Seattle through rent reform, case management, and job-training. For more information, see 					
http://www.mdrc.org/project/jobs-plus-community-revitalization-initiative-public-housing-families.

9

http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/mtw/mtwsites
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FIGURE 3
Currently active MTW PHAs and shorthand name used for this report
AUTHORITY NAME

REPORT SHORTHAND

Alaska Housing Finance Corporation

Alaska

The Housing Authority of the City of Atlanta, Georgia

Atlanta

Housing Authority of Baltimore City

Baltimore

Boulder Housing Partners

Boulder

Cambridge Housing Authority

Cambridge

Housing Authority of Champaign County

Champaign

Charlotte Housing Authority

Charlotte

Chicago Housing Authority

Chicago

Housing Authority of Columbus, Georgia*

N/A

Delaware State Housing Authority

Delaware

District of Columbia Housing Authority

D.C.

Fairfax County Redevelopment and Housing Authority*

N/A

Holyoke Housing Authority*

N/A

Keene Housing Authority

Keene

King County Housing Authority

King County

Lawrence-Douglas County Housing Authority

Lawrence-Douglas

Lexington-Fayette Urban County Housing Authority

Lexington

Lincoln Housing Authority

Lincoln

Louisville Metropolitan Housing Authority

Louisville

Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development

Massachusetts

Minneapolis Public Housing Authority

Minneapolis

Housing Authority of the City of New Haven

New Haven

Oakland Housing Authority

Oakland

Orlando Housing Authority

Orlando

Philadelphia Housing Authority

Philadelphia

Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Portage Metropolitan Housing Authority

Portage

Home Forward (formerly Housing Authority of Portland)

Portland

Housing Authority of the City of Reno*

N/A

San Antonio Housing Authority

San Antonio

Housing Authority of the County of San Bernardino

San Bernardino

San Diego Housing Commission

San Diego

Housing Authority of the County of San Mateo

San Mateo

Housing Authority of the County of Santa Clara/
Housing Authority of the City of San Jose

Santa Clara

Seattle Housing Authority

Seattle

Tacoma Housing Authority

Tacoma

Tulare County Housing Authority

Tulare

Vancouver Housing Authority

Vancouver

*These agencies joined MTW in 2014 and have yet to submit an annual report. Thus, they are not included in this report.
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INCREASING COST-EFFECTIVENESS
THIS SECTION INCLUDES MTW

initiatives that are designed to
reduce administrative costs and
improve the cost-effectiveness of
programs. Within these initiatives,
commonly-utilized flexibilities
include reducing the frequency of
income recertifications (especially for
elderly/disabled tenants), simplifying
income calculation procedures, rent
reform, and more efficient wait list
management procedures. Note that
while activities described in this
section are designed to improve
agencies’ cost-effectiveness, we have
not attempted to evaluate whether
these activities have been successful.
Also, many activities described
in this section are undertaken to
meet multiple statutory goals; for
example, rent reform may reduce
administrative costs while also
encouraging households to move
toward self-sufficiency through, for
instance, raising minimum rents.

INCOME VERIFICATION AND
RECERTIFICATION

Altering income recertification
policies is one of the most popular
types of MTW activities. In general,
these changes can be categorized
as either reducing paperwork and
administrative costs and/or increasing
rental income. Often, one objective

10

11

is in opposition to the other; for
instance, moving to biennial income
verification for all residents reduces
paperwork and processing costs
but may also result in a loss of rent
income due to less frequent reporting
of increased wages.
Numerous PHAs have reduced the
frequency of income verifications.
Seven participating agencies10 have
moved to triennial verifications for
elderly and/or disabled tenants, while
nine others11 have adopted biennial
verifications for this population.
Further, nine PHAs12 have adopted
biennial recertifications agency-wide
(i.e., for both elderly/disabled and
work-able residents). In addition to
these, eight authorities13 have moved
to triennial recertifications for elderly/
disabled populations and have
adopted biennial recertifications for
non-elderly/disabled households.
Most of the agencies that have
reduced recertifications continue
to allow households to petition
for a reassessment due to a loss of
income or significant increase in
expenses. However, Boulder only
does interim rent recalculations for
household composition or family
status changes, and limits rent
changes due to loss of income related
to extenuating circumstances for
work-able residents and one per
year for elderly/disabled households.

Further, Lincoln waits 90 days
before reducing rent if the decrease
in income is not for “good cause;”
Philadelphia has limited households
to one interim recertification for
every six months; and San Diego
has limited them to increases in
household income greater than 20%
and decreases in household income
greater than 10% and lasting 90
days or more (compared to HUD’s
regulation of 60+ days).14 Portage
and Tulare stipulate that a decrease
in wage income must be greater
than $1,000 before rent is reduced.
Tacoma has eliminated interim
recertifications entirely.
Some agencies, while not reducing
recertification frequencies, have
achieved cost savings in other ways.
While Vancouver has not moved to
triennial or biennial recertifications
for its work-able residents, it only
conducts full recertifications one
year after the previous interim
recertification. Similarly, Lexington
has not reduced recertification
frequency for its work-able tenants,
but it does restrict residents of one
HOPE VI redevelopment from
requesting a rent reduction for six
months after move-in. In addition,
new HCV tenants are randomly
assigned between traditional rent
policies and one where they cannot
request a rent reduction in the first

Lexington (limited to one property), Minneapolis, Oakland, Orlando, San Diego, Seattle, and Vancouver.

11

Atlanta, Champaign, Charlotte, Delaware, Lawrence-Douglas, Lincoln, Louisville, San Antonio, San Mateo (HCV only).

12

Alaska, Baltimore, Charlotte, Chicago (HCV only), D.C. (HCV only for increases in wage income below $10,000), Lawrence-Douglas (only those at ceiling rents
or 50% AMI), Massachusetts, Pittsburgh, and San Bernardino.

13

Boulder, King County, New Haven, Philadelphia, Portage (only for residents paying 90% of FMR and above), Portland, Santa Clara, and Tacoma.

14

San Diego also requires tenants to apply for unemployment benefits if the income decrease stems from job loss.
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six months of program participation;
Lexington’s evaluation team (based at
Kentucky State University) is tracking
outcomes between the two groups.
Three agencies allow outside parties
to conduct income recertifications:
Chicago allows managers of
Project Rental Assistance (PRA)
developments;15 Santa Clara allows
owners of project-based voucher
(PBV) units; and Louisville allows
the case manager at a single-room
occupancy (SRO) property to do so.
If a tenant experiences an increase in
income, Lincoln waits until the next
recertification to raise his/her rent.
Santa Clara does not verify income
that is 100% excluded, such as food
stamps and foster care payments.

INCOME CALCULATION

Numerous MTW agencies have altered
how they calculate income; several
of these have expanded the types
of income that are included in rent
calculations. Tulare defines income as
“all income into the home of all MTW
families,” which eliminates the need to
verify excluded income and deductions.
Lawrence-Douglas does not exclude
wage income earned by elderly/
disabled households; San Bernardino
and San Mateo do not exclude foster
care payments; and San Bernardino
also does not exclude Temporary Aid

to Needy Families benefits (TANF,
commonly known as ‘welfare’). Seattle
imputes cash benefits even if the
household chooses not to collect them.
Conversely, other PHAs have excluded
additional sources of income. D.C.
does not include ‘grandparent
stipends’ to those raising their
grandchildren; Lawrence-Douglas
does not count wage income earned
by those aged 18-21 not in school or
ages 18-24 in school; Massachusetts
excludes income earned by full-time
students who are not the head of
household; and Portland excludes
income of full-time students 18 years
old and older (unless they are a head,

co-head, or spouse of the household),
student financial assistance, and
adoption assistance payments.
Boulder, Keene, Lincoln, Portland,
and San Bernardino have greatly
simplified income calculations, with
each calculating rent as a percentage
of gross income, thus eliminating
the need to verify deductions. These
initiatives are discussed in more
detail in the ‘Rent Reform’ section of
this report.
Other housing authorities have sought
to reduce costs of asset verification.
Nine PHAs16 allow households to
self-certify assets below a certain

15

The Project Rental Assistance Demonstration (Section 811) provides PBV funding for very-low income households with disabilities.

16

These include Baltimore, Charlotte, Lincoln, Portland, and Vancouver (below $5,000); San Diego ($10,000); D.C. ($15,000); Tacoma ($25,000); and Boulder
($50,000). For Portland, assets are only used to determine initial eligibility, and are not included in the rent calculation.
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threshold; seven exclude income from
assets below a certain amount;17
and Atlanta, Portland, and San
Bernardino exclude all income from
assets. Further, San Antonio does not
include retirement accounts as assets,
while Alaska assumes all households
have assets less than $10,000. Two
authorities have limited the amount of
assets households may hold to qualify
for assistance: Boulder (for households
with assets exceeding $50,000) and
San Mateo (for assets greater than
$100,000 or a suitable home).

DEDUCTIONS

Several particpating agencies have
simplified the process of verifying
income deductions. Three PHAs
have adopted standard medical
deductions: Louisville ($1,600), San
Diego ($2,500), and Tulare ($500),
and three have moved to banded
deductions: New Haven (set at $1,000)
and Charlotte and King County (set
at $2,500). Cambridge has established
two amounts for medical and
childcare deductions (either $2,500
or $5,000). Atlanta has simplified
deductions by eliminating medical
and dependent care deductions, and
increasing standard deductions for
elderly/disabled households ($1,000)
and dependents ($750). Vancouver has
eliminated medical expense deductions
for elderly/disabled households while
increasing the standard deduction
to $700. As discussed previously,
Boulder, Keene, Lincoln, Portland, San
Bernardino, and Tulare calculate rent
in a way that excludes any deductions.
Portage provides a $480 deduction
for disabled or minor members of the
household up to $960.

13

Numerous PHAs have altered how
they calculate the Earned Income
Disregard (EID), which excludes
100% of wage income in the first
year and 50% in the second year
once a tenant begins working after
being unemployed. Alaska, Boulder,
Charlotte, Lawrence-Douglas,
Lincoln, Louisville, Portland, San
Bernardino, and San Mateo have
eliminated EID completely, although
Alaska provides a one-year exclusion
for those transitioning out of
disability payments. Minneapolis
provides a two-year, 100% disregard.
New Haven and Portage have
simplified EID calculations. New
Haven phases in increases in wage
income over a five-year period for
households participating in Family
Self-Sufficiency (FSS) programming,
while Portage provides a 4%
deduction of wage income (bonuses
and overtime are excluded).

UTILITIES

MTW housing authorities have
used their regulatory flexibility to
rethink utility allowances, with
many simplifying them to save time
and money. Boulder has instituted
a flat allowance. Lincoln has
set a standard utility allowance
by bedroom size (and provides
no utility reimbursements), and
Portland has aligned calculation
of the utility allowance for public
housing with the method used for
Section 8 participants. Tacoma has
established an alternative utility
allowance calculation, while Tulare
has eliminated the utility allowance
altogether. Other housing authorities
are using utility payments as a

means of increasing self-sufficiency
and/or conservation. Atlanta and
Charlotte provide all utility allowance
customers with a debit card with
which the resident is expected to pay
their bills, while Vancouver provides
a utility allowance for a limited time,
after which the resident is required
to participate in the self-sufficiency
program in order to continue to
receive the allowance. Philadelphia
requires all HCV recipients to sign
up with the power company’s flat
rate and energy savings programs,
while King County and Seattle are
working with local power companies
to identify ways to decrease energy
use through both resident and agency
conservation programs.

RENT REFORM

Rent reform is another commonlyutilized MTW flexibility, with
participating agencies adjusting rent
calculations to increase revenues,
simplify administrative procedures,
and/or promote self-sufficiency.
While PHAs have adopted a number
of tactics in pursuit of rent reform,
these can broadly be classified into (i)
raising minimum rents; (ii) adopting
tiered, banded, or stepped rents; and
(iii) adjusting policies for ceiling/
maximum renters.18
While HUD guidelines state that
the maximum PHAs may charge for
minimum rent is $50, many MTW
authorities have received waivers to
raise this figure. Charlotte, Chicago,
and Minneapolis currently have a
minimum rent of $75, while Atlanta19
and San Bernardino have adopted
a $125 minimum rent. Lexington

17

$10,000 for San Antonio; $50,000 for Boulder, King County, Massachusetts, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Seattle.

18

Changing calculation of escrow accounts is another aspect of rent reform, and is covered under initiatives to move families to self-sufficiency.

19

Atlanta’s minimum rent does not apply to households where all members are elderly or disabled.
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Keene, Portland, and San Bernardino
have adopted stepped subsidy
programs that eliminate all deductions
and escalate tenant payments over
time, thus simplifying rent calculation
and encouraging residents to move
toward self-sufficiency.
has raised minimum rent to $150
in one of its non-elderly/disabled
complexes as part of a controlled
study. Champaign has adopted a
tiered minimum rent schedule based
on number of bedrooms;20 tenants
must pay half the minimum rent at
their first recertification and the full
amount beginning with their second
recertification. Similarly, Boulder
has raised minimum rents to $120$180, depending on unit size, in
addition to adopting banded/tiered
rents (discussed later). Cambridge has
minimum rents that begin at $50 and
then increase after one year. Relatedly,
Portland sets minimum rents for
work-able tenants based on how long
they have received a housing subsidy:
beginning at $100 in the third year of
assistance and escalating to $200 in
the fifth year and beyond. LawrenceDouglas has adopted fixed minimum
(and maximum) rents based on unit
size. Two housing authorities have set
absolute minimum rents that are not
reduced for utilities: Lincoln ($25)
and Seattle ($50).

20

Several PHAs have integrated
supportive services into rent reform.
While New Haven has kept minimum
rent at $50 (thus not requiring a
HUD waiver), those unable to pay
this amount must request a hardship
and participate in their FSS program.
Orlando has raised minimum rent to
$225 at two complexes; the authority
provides childcare and transportation
assistance to residents there, and
those unable to pay minimum rent
must participate in self-sufficiency
activities. Pittsburgh requires all
non-working, work-able tenants either
to pay a minimum rent of $150 or
participate in its FSS program.
MTW PHAs have also adopted
rent tiers/bands that they believe
will reduce administrative costs
associated with frequent interim
recertifications and help move
families to self-sufficiency by not
raising rents after marginal increases
in income. Boulder has adopted tiers
based on income and family size
and charges rents based on these
tiers and unit size (i.e., number of

bedrooms). Charlotte and Cambridge
have adopted rents bands of $2,500,
where tenants pay 30% of the lower
range of the band; San Mateo has
adopted similar rent tiers of $3,000.
New Haven has adopted a rent tier
table that incorporates deductions.
Seattle has implemented rent tiers
in the Seattle Senior Housing
Program, one of its public housing
programs. Tacoma has developed a
fixed-subsidy program that varies
according to voucher size and is set at
50% of payment standards.
Keene, Portland, and San
Bernardino have adopted stepped
subsidy programs that eliminate
all deductions and escalate tenant
payments over time. Keene’s stepped
subsidy program charges tenants
20% of their gross income as rent
in Year 1; the housing subsidy is
reduced to 65% of Voucher Payment
Standard (VPS) at Year 3 and 45% of
VPS at Year 4. This program applies
to all work-able tenants and is
optional for elderly/disabled residents.
In Portland’s program, work-able
tenants pay 29.5% of gross income
as rent in their first two years
of assistance, and they receive
both a utility allowance and
utility reimbursements. Following
their first biennial recertification,
tenants’ rent calculation remains
at 29.5% of gross income, but with
a minimum rent of $100 and no
utility reimbursements. Following
their second biennial recertification
and for all recertifications beyond
that, rent is based on 31% of gross
income with a minimum rent of $200,
and tenants continue to not receive
utility reimbursements. Elderly/

Minimum rents range from $30 for 0-bedroom units to $200 for 5-bedroom units.
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disabled residents pay 28.5% of
their gross income as rent; Portland
defines anyone over the age of 55 as
elderly. This group does not have a
minimum rent and receives utility
reimbursements.
In San Bernardino, at program start,
work-able tenants pay 21% of their
gross income toward rent. This
escalates to 24% at the first biennial
recertification, 27% at their second
biennial recertification, and is capped
at 30% at their third recertification.
Elderly/disabled tenants pay 24%
of their gross income for rent with
no deductions. Portland and San
Bernardino have also adopted
other programs to simplify income
calculation, such as agency-wide
biennial recertifications, excluding
income from assets, and eliminating
the Earned Income Disallowance
(EID); all of these are discussed
elsewhere in this report.
Relatedly, Boulder has adopted
income tiers for work-able tenants
based on family size and does not
allow deductions; elderly/disabled
residents in Boulder pay 26.5%
of gross income as rent. Similarly,
Lincoln sets Total Tenant Payments
(TTP) at 27% of annual income and
does not allow deductions.
Another major thrust of rent reform
concerns ceiling/maximum rents.
Several PHAs have adjusted time
limits for ceiling renters. Seattle
has eliminated ceiling-rent, while
San Mateo allows those paying
ceiling rents to remain in their unit
for twelve months following the
disposition process (demo/dispo); 21
under normal circumstances, such

21

ELDERLY REDEFINED

Many MTW PHAs have redefined
‘elderly’ to those 55 and older (from
HUD’s definition of 62 and older).
Redefining ‘elderly’ helps housing
authorities increase cost effectiveness
in several ways. For one, new
residents, who are age 55 and older,
can select into an elderly-only housing
development rather than having to
first move into family housing and
then move once again after turning
62. Second, residents categorized
as elderly are exempt from many of
the housing authority’s other rules:
their income is often assumed to be
fixed and therefore is subject to less
frequent verification (see previous
section), and they are not subject to
many of the interventions aimed at
fostering self-sufficiency.

HOUSING QUALITY STANDARDS
(HQS)

Many housing authorities are using
MTW flexibility to alter some part
of their Housing Quality Standards
(HQS) inspections. Broadly, these
changes include (i) adjusting inspection
schedules, (ii) allowing landlords to

self-certify inspections or repairs, and
(iii) altering inspection procedures.
Several PHAs have reduced HQS
inspection frequency for all properties.
Seven PHAs22 have moved to biennial
inspections. Santa Clara, Seattle,
Tacoma, and Vancouver conduct
these for all units; Keene, Lincoln,
Massachusetts, and Oakland inspect
biennially if the unit passes its initial
inspection; and San Diego uses biennial
inspections if the unit passes two
consecutive inspections on the first
attempt. Boulder conducts triennial
inspections for units occupied by
elderly/disabled tenants; this aligns
inspection procedures with income
recertifications for this population.
Both Chicago and Lexington have
developed HCV excellence programs
that allow for less frequent inspections;
Chicago conducts biennial inspections
for high-performing units, while
Lexington uses less frequent inspections
(up to once every three years) for

I.e., if a Section 9 unit becomes a project-based voucher unit, under HUD regulations, those paying ceiling rents would have to relocate immediately.
San Mateo has received permission to allow these households to remain in their unit for one year.

22
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tenants would have to relocate
immediately. In another vein, D.C.
does not allow ceiling rents to exceed
market-rate rents, while Cambridge
applies an annual adjustment to
ceiling rents based on HUD’s
Operating Cost Adjustment Factors
(OCAF). Portland sets ceiling rent
for public housing to match Section 8
payment standards.

As of the FY2014 Appropriations Act, all housing authorities may now conduct biennial HQS inspections.
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high-performing landlords. Charlotte,
Louisville, and Chicago – the latter
for project rental assistance (PRA)
units only – accept a Certificate of
Occupancy in lieu of an initial HQS.
Chicago also waives initial inspections
for high-performing units with proof of
a past passed inspection.
Similarly, a number of PHAs allow
landlords to self-certify inspections.
Most agencies that have moved to
biennial inspections require landlords
to self-certify in ‘off’ years when they
do not receive an HQS. D.C., King
County, San Diego, San Mateo, and
Seattle allow landlords to self-certify
corrections of minor violations.
Seattle also allows managers of PBV
properties to self-certify initial and
mid-year interim inspections when
units turn-over.
Finally, MTW agencies have altered
procedures for conducting HQS.
Lincoln, Portland, Santa Clara, San
Diego, San Mateo, Seattle, and
Vancouver have moved inspections
‘in house’ to achieve cost-savings, 23
while Cambridge has outsourced their
inspections. King County has moved
to release housing assistance payments
(HAP) if a unit has only minor
violations. Atlanta, D.C., New Haven,
Portland, San Bernardino, and Seattle
have adopted alternative inspection
protocols based on local standards
(e.g., state guidelines or those of
local affordable housing groups);
Portland uses such standards only for
programs administered by community
partners. Orlando uses HQS
inspection protocols for all subsidized
units (including conventional public
housing). D.C. charges a $75 fee if a
unit requires a third inspection.

GREEN BUILDING

Adopting green building standards can
not only allow PHAs to save money
in the long term – it also helps to
improve the physical environment of
tenants and the community at large.
Many authorities are performing
maintenance and renovations to
improve energy and water conservation.
Atlanta and Tacoma each received
a Silver LEED certification and
Charlotte received a Gold Leed
certification for public housing
developments. Cambridge and King
County have installed solar panels at
developments, while Pittsburgh is now
utilizing geothermal heating. Atlanta,
Cambridge, Lawrence-Douglas,
Orlando, Philadelphia, San Antonio,
Seattle, and Vancouver are installing
energy- and water-conserving devices
and encouraging conservation among
residents.

WAIT LIST MANAGEMENT

Many PHAs have changed wait list
procedures for public housing and
project-based Section 8 units. Eleven
agencies have moved to site-based
waiting lists that allow potential
residents to indicate their preferences,
thereby reducing refusals: Alaska,
Champaign, Lincoln, Massachusetts
(for larger agencies only), and Seattle
have site-based PBV waiting lists
that building managers maintain;
Atlanta, Charlotte, King County,
Oakland, and Portland have sitebased waiting lists for both public
housing and project-based voucher
(PBV) units; and Tacoma has sitebased waiting lists for public housing

only. 24 Chicago has established a
regional housing wait list that allows
consumers to put their name into
a pool for housing within an entire
region. Delaware and LawrenceDouglas have combined their
public housing and HCV waiting
lists. Related to redefining ‘elderly’
(discussed above), Cambridge is
allowing those ages 58-59 to apply
for the elderly housing wait list. Santa
Clara allows PBV building owners to
directly refer tenants after a unit is
vacant for 30 days. Both Pittsburgh
and San Antonio have developed
online application portals. D.C.
allows those eligible for a Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS,
i.e., accessible) public housing unit
to also apply for PBV units. Finally,
Vancouver has received a HUD waiver
to establish an HCV preference for
those without housing assistance,
while Lincoln has a HUD waiver
to not conduct income targeting,
thus allowing it to better execute a
preference for working households.

ADMINISTRATION, STAFF,
AND ACCOUNTING

Many MTW agencies have capitalized
on the administrative flexibility to
improve their management practices.
To improve overall performance, five
PHAs (Alaska, Atlanta, Charlotte,
Portland, and Seattle) have adopted
the Yardi database management
system to streamline agency
operations. Working with a private
business consulting firm, Atlanta
has made a series of management
practice changes aimed at increasing
efficiency while improving customer

23

Portland and San Diego’s initiatives allowed the agencies to conduct HQS inspections on agency-owned developments. Lincoln conducts in-house inspections
for PBV units the housing authority owns and units with tenant-based vouchers.

24

For Charlotte and Oakland, property managers maintain site-based wait lists. Atlanta’s partners and third-party property management companies manage
the site-based waiting lists; Atlanta only manages its HCV tenant-based voucher waiting list.
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MTW agencies have adopted green building practices to save money and promote conservation, like achieving LEED
certification and installing solar panels

service. Chicago, Portland, and
San Antonio engaged in a strategic
planning process that helped each
authority establish agency-wide
goals and re-orient policies and
practices. Cambridge and Keene
are participating in the Policy and
Technology Lab, which provides
interns with opportunities to
work and learn in either a rural
environment (Keene) and/or
urban setting (Cambridge). Core
research areas include energy and
sustainability, communications,
policy, and technology that would
benefit housing authority operations
and expand capacity.
Several authorities have focused on
improving administrative procedures
generally. King County used ‘lean

17

engineering techniques’ to review and
revamp office protocols identifying
ways in which tasks could be
accomplished more effectively, while
requiring less intrusion into the lives of
program participants. They noted that
this eliminated or replaced many HUD
forms. One example of this efficiency
was the adoption of flexible policies
and procedures in developments
with a mix of Low-Income Housing
Tax Credits (LIHTC), project-based
vouchers, and public housing units
refurbished with LIHTC funds.
Lawrence-Douglas chose to combine
their HCV Administrative Plan, public
housing Admissions and Continued
Occupancy Policy, and Methods of
Administration to promote consistency
in the application of MTW policies.

Seattle has adopted the public housing
program management and policies for
developments that include both Section
9 and project-based voucher units.
Accounting procedures are also
a target of MTW innovations.
Atlanta focused on improving the
accounting practices for port-outs/
ins, while Cambridge and Charlotte
have empowered resident managers
to make purchases below certain
amounts using procurement cards
(rather than making procurement
requests). Seattle has moved to
project-based accounting. Charlotte
and San Bernardino have adopted
alternative investment guidelines
that are consistent with state policies.
Portland, San Bernardino, and
Tacoma have also implemented a
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Cambridge and Keene are participating
in the Policy and Technology Lab, which
provides interns with opportunities
to work and learn in either a rural
environment (Keene) and/or urban
setting (Cambridge). Core research
areas include energy and sustainability,
communications, policy, and technology
that would benefit housing authority
operations and expand capacity.

Local Asset Management Program
that has established direct and
indirect cost rates.

RESIDENT CUSTOMER SERVICE

MTW authorities have sought
to improve customer service
through a variety of outreach and
communication strategies. Three
PHAs (Cambridge, Champaign,
and Charlotte) conduct annual or
biennial resident surveys and seven
(Atlanta, Cambridge, Champaign,
Charlotte, Lexington, Pittsburgh,
and San Bernardino) have engaged
academic researchers to evaluate all
or some of their MTW activities.

To improve communication within
departments and with residents, Keene
initiated weekly case management
meetings between Resident Services
Coordinators (RSCs), the Youth
Services Administrator (YSA), and
Property Managers to foster efficient
and effective communication
between departments and to enhance
positive intervention methods for
families. Chicago has established an
Ombudsman position to serve as a
liaison between housing authority staff
and residents, and encourages residents
to submit questions which are then
posted (anonymously) and answered
on a website for all residents.

consistently good housekeeping records
by conducting biennial housekeeping
inspections (rather than annual).
Chicago installed self-service kiosks
that allow applicants and residents
to manage standard administrative
paperwork without an appointment
and provide feedback to the housing
authority via an online survey.

To improve customer satisfaction,
Lexington rewards residents with
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MOVING FAMILIES TO SELF-SUFFICIENCY

GIVEN THAT INCREASING family self-sufficiency is one of the three goals

of MTW, all authorities address the topic in some manner. Participating
agencies are approaching family self-sufficiency in very different and
innovative ways. These programs are used to complement (and sometimes
replace) existing self-sufficiency programming, such as HCV and Public
Housing FSS (Family Self-Sufficiency), ROSS (Resident Opportunity and
Self-Sufficiency), Jobs-Plus, HOPE VI CSS (Community and Supportive
Services), and Choice Neighborhoods.

CASE MANAGEMENT AND SELFSUFFICIENCY PROGRAMMING

Concerning broad self-sufficiency
programming, several PHAs have
merged separate self-sufficiency
programs into an “MTW FSS” that
allows the agency to streamline
operations and alter procedures
governing such programs, like time
limits. Baltimore combined its public
housing and HCV FSS program and
reduced its time limit from five to four
years, while Charlotte also combined
programs and removed the time limit.
Portland has merged its self-sufficiency
programs into GOALS (Greater
Opportunities to Advance, Learn and
Succeed) that includes a managed
savings account (where any rent
over $350 is placed into the account).
Tulare has phased out its Family SelfSufficiency (FSS) program.
Several housing authorities have
adopted other innovative practices
to increase self-sufficiency among
residents. In addition to case
management, Keene gives the HAP
subsidy payment to the household
so that they can pay their entire rent,
not just the household’s contribution,
which they believe encourages
families to understand the value of
paying their rent and utilities on time
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and in full. Massachusetts has created
an “Opportunity Neighborhood”
self-sufficiency program that provides
case management and other supports
to participants who use their
voucher to move to a neighborhood
“with empirically-documented
improved educational systems, job
opportunities, social services and
other opportunities.” Pittsburgh
chose to expand self-sufficiency
programming to more families with
a flexible model that allows the
authority to provide services ranging
from intensive case management to
simple referral assistance.
MTW authorities are piloting
programs that seek the appropriate
balance of outreach efforts, incentives,
and sanctions to engage residents in
self-sufficiency programming. Chicago
is piloting a model that only works
with residents who seek support;
this places much less emphasis on
outreach and the engagement of
unmotivated families. Likewise,
San Diego noted that participants
appeared hesitant to engage in selfsufficiency programming. In response,
the authority conducted a survey to
determine the types of workshops
and seminars needed to increase
engagement, and utilized this feedback
to restructure services.

A number of authorities have moved
beyond self-sufficiency programs
geared to particular populations
(such as the public housing and
HCV FSS, HOPE VI CSS, or Choice
Neighborhoods) to requiring
participation in a self-sufficiency
program for all work-able residents.
Delaware and Keene have mandated
participation in self-sufficiency
programming or case management as
a condition of housing assistance for
work-able heads of household. Keene’s
program entails developing a threeyear action plan and is mandatory
for work-able residents and for those
elderly/disabled tenants who opt in to
the agency’s stepped subsidy program
. Others are requiring participation
in self-sufficiency programming for
work-able residents either (i) paying
minimum rent, (ii) falling within a
certain income bracket, and/or (iii)
failing to meet work requirement
standards. For instance, Champaign
mandates participation from all
work-able tenants earning below
the equivalent of 20 hours per
week at minimum wage; once the
participant has been working at or
above that level for one year, he/she
graduates from the program. Atlanta
and Lawrence-Douglas require
participation for all residents not
compliant with the agency’s work
requirement, and Pittsburgh requires
any unemployed work-able household
to participate in a self-sufficiency
program or pay a $150 minimum rent.
Still other agencies are requiring
certain aspects of self-sufficiency
programming for all residents, such as
Delaware, which requires all residents
to complete a financial literacy
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program within one year of receiving
a housing subsidy. Minneapolis has
developed a self-sufficiency program
targeted at residents seeking to
purchase a home.
Several MTW PHAs have developed
partnerships with local agencies to
deliver self-sufficiency services. One
such partnership is between Cambridge
and the Crittenden Women’s Union
(CWU), a local non-profit that helps
low-income women achieve economic
independence. Portland partners with
the local Workforce Investment Board
to pair housing subsidies with training
and employment services. San Mateo
accepts new housing referrals only
from partnering organizations, such
as county welfare or social services
agencies, shelters, or treatment centers.
These agencies then share responsibility
for moving residents to self-sufficiency
within a six-year contract term.
Vancouver has piloted a project that
provides intensive wrap-around services
through partnering agencies.
Either paired with their Public
Housing FSS, HOPE VI CSS
programs, or established as its own
initiative, many MTW authorities
are experimenting with site-based
self-sufficiency programs. Charlotte,
Baltimore, Orlando, and Portland
are all experimenting with site-based
self-sufficiency programs where
residents have either selected into
these programs or been informed that
the site where they are living is a selfsufficiency development. These efforts
are often paired with other initiatives,
like work requirements or alternative
minimum rents.

ESCROW ACCOUNTS AND
OTHER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
TO WORK

With MTW flexibility, agencies can
implement or alter programs such as
direct payments to residents, escrow
accounts, and savings account
matches that encourage residents
to increase their earnings, save for
a future down payment or security
deposit, or engage in other selfsufficiency activities.
Many housing authorities are
reconsidering the efficacy of the escrow
accounts that have accompanied
traditional FSS programs and are
experimenting with other means of
encouraging greater work efforts.
Charlotte has implemented incentive
accounts for all residents earning wage
income as long as they meet a total
income threshold of $12,500 annually;
Delaware places all rent increases over
a ceiling rent into a savings account.
King County has developed a Resident
Opportunity Plan (ROP) that deposits
a portion of the participant’s rent
into a household savings account (in
addition to providing education and
employment services) for participating
families. Minneapolis’ rent calculation
includes a 15% deduction from gross
income that is placed in an incentive
account, and Portland places all rent
over $350 into a managed savings
account for those participating in its
merged self-sufficiency program.
Most programs have restricted when
or for what purposes an individual
can withdraw escrow funds, which
are generally limited to selfsufficiency activities like attending
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school, purchasing/repairing a car, or
moving to private market housing.
For Portland’s accounts, individuals
receive the balance of their funds if
they graduate from the self-sufficiency
program. Likewise, San Bernardino
has developed a local FSS program that
only allows households to receive the
balance of their escrow account if they
voluntarily terminate their housing
assistance as a result of self-sufficiency
efforts. In contrast to those that are
increasing or otherwise experimenting
with changes in their escrow/financial
rewards system, Seattle has replaced
its escrow program with a savings
match for households ready to leave
subsidized housing for the private
market or homeownership.
Several authorities have experimented
with directly paying residents to
look for work, gain work experience,
or complete self-sufficiency-related
tasks. Baltimore piloted a program
testing the relative efficacy of
rent incentives versus monetary
incentives in moving residents to
self-sufficiency; the savings account
funds are available upon successful
completion of the program. Although
the project was scaled back due
to funding constraints, staff
reported some success in moving
unemployed residents to work. D.C.
and San Antonio have used MTW
flexibility to reward residents who
participate in volunteer activities
that improve resident communities
with rent deductions. LawrenceDouglas provides up to $500 to
fix a household’s vehicle so that
residents may continue working or
attend job training or educational
courses. San Mateo has generated
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a list of self-sufficiency-related
activities that are worth various
payments into the resident’s escrow
account. For instance, residents who
increase their income by $1,200
have $1,000 deposited into the
account, and tenants receive $100
for accomplishing educational goals
such as a GED, $100 for completion
of approved budget classes, and one
dollar for every increased point on his
or her credit score. Two additional
PHAs (Portland and Seattle) offer
Individual Development Account
savings match programs that provide
funds for any eligible homeownership
expenses. Keene provides a related
program that offers rent credits
and development grants to help
households participating in selfsufficiency programming meet goals
in their case plans.

WORK REQUIREMENTS

To motivate work efforts and move
residents to self-sufficiency, several
agencies require work-able tenants to
work a certain number of hours or face
sanctions, including loss of housing
subsidy and eviction. Eight housing
authorities (Atlanta, Champaign,
Charlotte, Chicago, Delaware,
Lawrence-Douglas, Louisville, and San
Bernardino) have implemented such
requirements for work-able residents.
Champaign, Chicago, Delaware,
Louisville, and San Bernardino require
that work-able tenants work 20 hours
per week; Atlanta requires all workable adults in all programs (public
housing, HCV, PBV, and mixedincome) to work 30 hours per week;
and Charlotte, Lawrence-Douglas,
and San Bernardino require 15 hours
per week. Five of these PHAs have
limited work requirements to a subset
of tenants: Champaign’s policy only
applies to new admissions; Charlotte’s
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requirement is restricted to public
housing residents in five developments
where enhanced case management
is provided on-site; Chicago’s work
requirement only applies to those age
54 and younger; Louisville’s program
only applies to scattered-site singlefamily public housing units created
as replacement housing for HOPE VI
redevelopments; and San Bernardino’s
policy is limited to one site and HCV
port-ins. Delaware’s work requirement
increases to 25 hours per week in the
tenant’s third year and 30 hours per
week in the fourth and subsequent
years. Lawrence-Douglas applies the
work requirement to every work-able
adult, though two-adult households
may satisfy it by working 35 hours per
week combined. To assist households
in fulfilling the work requirement,
Atlanta, Charlotte, and Champaign
are providing case management
services.
Authorities that have adopted work
requirements have also established
certain activities which may be
completed in lieu of working.
Charlotte and Chicago allow tenants
to complete “work-related activities”
and “employment-related activities,”
such as attending job training courses,
to satisfy the work requirement.
Relatedly, Delaware and LawrenceDouglas allow enrollment in postsecondary education or job-training
program, while Louisville waives the
work requirement for those enrolled
full-time in post-secondary education.
In lieu of a formal work requirement,
Lincoln and Vancouver have established
a Minimum Earned Income (MEI) that
includes a certain amount of earned
income into the rent calculation. If the
tenant earns less in wage income than
the MEI or if they are not working,
their rent calculation is raised to
include this amount. For households

with one adult, Lincoln’s amount is
equal to working 25 hours per week at
the federal minimum wage, while for
households with two or more adults,
the amount is equivalent to working
40 hours per week at minimum
wage. Lincoln makes exceptions for
illness, the elderly/disabled, students,
caretakers, and those participating in
self-sufficiency programs. Vancouver’s
MEI is $9,000 per work-able adult in
the household. For those households
earning more than the MEI, their rent
is calculated based on earned wages
and other sources of income.

TIME RESTRICTIONS

To motivate residents to move
toward self-sufficiency or cushion
the move to private market renting or
homeownership, several authorities
have imposed or altered time
restrictions on residents, either for the
entire population receiving housing
assistance or for those paying ceiling
rents, flat rents, or with $0 housing
assistance payment (HAP). Examples
of the former include Delaware, which
limits housing assistance to five years
with a potential one-year extension;
Massachusetts, which limits assistance
to three years with the potential for
two one-year extensions for a small
portion of residents in a demonstration
program; and Tacoma and Tulare,
which limit housing assistance to
five years (both programs only apply
to work-able residents). at scatteredsite single-family houses acquired as
replacement housing for a HOPE VI
redevelopment.
Many PHAs have altered or
lengthened time limits for those at
$0 HAP or above a certain income
threshold; these provide an extended
period for households to transition
from housing subsidies to private
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program named “RentWise” for
voucher holders. In addition to these
programs, many housing authorities
either require or urge residents to
complete financial literacy or credit
counseling classes.

Participating PHAs are pursuing innovative work and vocational partnerships,
such as a “one-stop” self-sufficiency center that combines basic educaiton and
work-readiness classes

market rentals or homeownership.25
San Bernardino has established a fiveyear time limit for all work-able HCV
tenants at flat rent who were selected
from the waiting list after January
1, 2012. In addition, San Bernardino
has adopted a policy where, when a
household reaches 80% AMI, they are
provided a six-month transition period
over which the household continues
to receive housing assistance. More
common are time limit extensions for
residents who are paying ceiling rents,
or whose incomes qualify them for $0
HAP contribution – for which HUD
regulations require termination after
six months. Four housing authorities
have imposed such extensions:
Oakland (two years for those with $0
HAP); San Mateo (one year at ceiling
rents for those in units undergoing
demo/dispo); Seattle (180 days for
HCV participants with a HAP of $50
or less); and Vancouver (one year for
those at ceiling rents). However, San
25

Mateo has shortened time limits for
those receiving $0 HAP from 180 to
90 days.

WORK AND VOCATIONAL
PROGRAMMING

To improve the well-being of
individuals and families, and move
individuals to self-sufficiency, PHAs
are offering a variety of training
and vocational programs. Atlanta,
Cambridge, Charlotte, Lexington,
Portage, and many others are
installing computer labs or enabling
wi-fi for residents. Cambridge
awards five $1,000 scholarships
to youth participating in its Work
Force program. Atlanta, Charlotte,
and Chicago require residents to
participate in a “Good Neighbor”
training either upon gaining any
type of housing or when a resident
ports-in; Lincoln has a similar

Job-training, work-readiness, and
educational programming are key
self-sufficiency-related interventions.
All housing authorities either directly
provide or facilitate referrals to these
programs. Orlando has developed
a “one-stop” self-sufficiency
resource center that includes basic
education, work readiness, training
and employment opportunities,
and an off-hours daycare facility.
Lawrence-Douglas, New Haven, and
San Antonio (among others) have
experimented with focused jobtraining programs geared toward
preparing residents for employment
in high-demand fields like healthcare,
food service, childcare, landscaping,
or auto mechanics. These programs
are often delivered by partner
agencies including the community
college system. San Antonio
experimented with a program that
would have prepared residents to
be licensed childcare providers
through completion of a community
college-based program. This program
was discontinued after residents
expressed little interest in completing
a traditional classroom-based training
program, and the authority is
currently considering alternatives.

EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES

In addition to job training programs,
PHAs are working to improve
the educational outcomes of both
children and families, often in
partnership with local institutions.
Several PHAs are partnering with

Given that those at $0 HAP or ceiling rent are paying higher rents, extending their participation also allows PHAs in increase rent income.
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MTW agencies have used their budgetary flexibility to install recreational facilities at public housing complexes.

local governments and schools
to co-locate educational facilities
with public housing developments.
Atlanta has partnered with private
developers, the Atlanta Public Schools,
the Annie E. Casey Foundation,
and others to develop innovative
community-building initiatives on
the sites of former public housing
developments. Atlanta’s Villages
of Eastlake community26 features
mixed-income housing, recreation
facilities, a learning garden, human
services programs, and a “cradle
to college” educational pipeline
that includes a high-quality early
childhood education center, a K–8
STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Math) charter
school and a 9–12 Senior Academy
— all in addition to new commercial
business development throughout the
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revitalized neighborhood. Charlotte
is developing a similar educational
community as part of a HOPE VI
redevelopment that includes an early
childhood education center, a pre
K–8 public school, and a community
center with exercise facilities,
computers, and social services.
Programming to improve overall
family well-being and educational
outcomes includes several initiatives
developed to support parental
involvement in their children’s
education. Cambridge is piloting
three programs that tie good
parenting practices to economic
self-sufficiency goals. In partnership
with the Corporation for Enterprise
Development and COMPASS
Community Capital, 27 Parents ROCK
(Reading on Computers with Kids)

empowers parents and children to
work toward long-term economic
goals. Lexington has developed a
system in which parents, children, and
youth can earn points for engaging
in a wide variety of activities that
encourage educational attainment.
Points can be redeemed for books,
gift cards, and bikes, or can be used
toward a free month’s rent.
Tacoma has developed two innovative
educational initiatives. The College
Housing Assistance Program provides
a housing subsidy to homeless students
at Tacoma Community College. In
this partnership, the community
college provides services to ensure
student success and handles eligibility,
while the housing authority conducts
income verification and provides rental
assistance with a three-year time limit.

26

Based on its experience with Atlanta, Purpose Built Communities has expanded the concept throughout the US. 				
See http://purposebuiltcommunities.org/success-stories/east-lake-atlanta for more information.
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Separately, the McCarver Elementary
Project assists families at the school,
which has a very high student mobility
rate. The program provides rental
assistance to 50 families with children
attending the school; the school offers
supportive services through a case
worker. Families have a minimum rent
at program start that escalates by 20%
annually until paying 100% in year six.
A number of MTW housing
authorities have developed programs
and partnerships that specifically
seek to develop skills for adolescents.
Cambridge has a partnership with
YouthBuild, 28 which teaches lowincome youth construction and
leadership skills while ensuring they
receive either a high school diploma or
GED. Cambridge has also expanded
its Work Force program28 (a five-year
8–12 education and employment
development program for teens) to
an additional site, located at the
local high school (Cambridge Rindge
and Latin School). The Work Force
program curriculum and staffing are
still owned and carried out by the
housing authority.

PUBLIC HEALTH INITIATIVES

Given the connection between
poverty and poor health, many MTW
agencies have focused on developing
partnerships and programs that
improve residents’ health. Initiatives
are wide ranging; some interventions
are program-based, others policybased, and still more involve
infrastructure changes.
Many public health initiatives target
elderly and disabled households.
Atlanta has implemented a Connected
Living Program, where virtual peer

obesity, depression, conflict resolution,
ambassadors work to improve seniors’
healthy relationships, and smoking
computer skills and integrate them
cessation. For example, Charlotte has
into the community. Atlanta has also
implemented With Every Heartbeat is
partnered with Emory University’s
Life, a program to promote awareness
Fuqua Center for Late Life Depression
of cardiovascular disease and increase
to provide mental health stabilization
physical activity. San Antonio has a
services and training for residents
“ride to own” bicycle program. Finally,
and staff in its senior communities.
Atlanta and Baltimore were selected
Cambridge has developed a Service
to work with the Annie E. Casey
Coordinator program, similar to
Foundation to conduct a community
Atlanta’s initiative, which connects
involvement process to develop green
residents to services, delivers activities,
and sustainable wellness initiatives.
and provides transportation. Lincoln
has partnered with the local Agency
Housing authorities are also utilizing
on Aging to provide supportive
their flexibility to enact policies and
services at an elderly housing
regulations to support healthier living.
complex served with project-based
Lawrence-Douglas, Portland, San
vouchers (discussed in a later section).
Antonio, Seattle, and Tacoma (among
Philadelphia has implemented an adult
others) have banned smoking in all
daycare program and another initiative
public housing developments, while
that delivers medical and supportive
Baltimore is studying methods to
services to elderly tenants with chronic
reduce smoking among tenants. To
healthcare needs.
improve residents’ well-being, several
others are experimenting with pet
Other initiatives target households
policies. Charlotte is now allowing
with children. These include providing
residents to have pets at some of their
parenting education, support, and
developments, while Seattle allows
other programming geared toward
engaging children, youth, and families. each building to develop its own pet
policy.
Cambridge sponsors an intensive
early childhood parenting program
Finally, PHAs are investing in
called “Baby U” for parents living in
infrastructure to support healthier
public housing with children in-utero
living. Atlanta, Charlotte, and San
to age three that includes education,
Antonio have partnered to improve
home visits, play groups, and
public parks and greenways near
continuing support. One large housing
housing authority residents, including
development in Lawrence-Douglas
the development of walking and
established a “walking school bus” in
cycling trails. Several, including
which parents and volunteers walk
Charlotte and Lexington, have
all children living in the complex to
constructed fitness centers in
school together.
multifamily buildings. Five housing
Many agencies have implemented
authorities (Atlanta, Charlotte, Keene,
broader programs aimed at improving
Lexington, and San Antonio) have
the health of all residents. These
developed community garden projects,
include several Centers for Disease
and San Antonio has partnered to
Control (CDC) health interventions
bring a farmers’ market to a large
and other initiatives that address
public housing development.

28

https://youthbuild.org/about-us

29

ttp://www.clpha.org/cambridge_housing_authoritys_workforce_program
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MTW’S THIRD STATUTORY GOAL is to expand housing options for low-income families, and participating PHAs
are addressing this in numerous ways. Nearly all are expanding supportive housing options, either through sponsorbased vouchers, unit set-asides, or transitional housing opportunities. Many are improving tenants’ access to highquality neighborhoods, either by increasing payment standards, raising rent reasonableness guidelines, or prioritizing
property acquisition in high-opportunity areas. Other initiatives that increase housing options include providing
HCV assistance to households at risk of foreclosure, shifting HCV allocations from tenant-based to project-based
vouchers, improving family access to housing, conducting outreach to HCV landlords, and expanding homeownership
promotion programs.

SUPPORTIVE HOUSING

Nearly all MTW agencies have
utilized program flexibility to provide
supportive housing for various
hard-to-house populations, including
the previously homeless, mentallyill, developmentally-disabled, and
formerly-incarcerated, in addition to
domestic abuse victims, youth aging
out of foster care, and those with
substance abuse issues. Methods
for accomplishing this goal include
sponsor-based vouchers administered
by partner agencies, providing
transitional housing, and setting aside
HCVs for targeted populations.
Within supportive housing programs,
many authorities are using sponsorbased vouchers, where social
service agencies complete many
administrative tasks (such as wait list
management and tenant screening) in
addition to providing wrap-around
services to residents. 30 These include
Alaska (for the homeless and “chronic
inebriates”), Atlanta (a variety of
special-needs populations, including
homeless, the disabled, and veterans),
Cambridge (hard-to-house), Charlotte
(homeless), Keene (homeless and the

30
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disabled), King County (homeless),
Lawrence-Douglas (mentally-ill),
Lexington, Louisville (domestic
violence victims, substance abusers,
and the mentally-ill), Oakland,
Orlando, Philadelphia, Portage, San
Antonio (homeless veterans and
disabled populations), San Diego
(homeless), San Mateo, Santa Clara
(homeless), Seattle, Tacoma, and
Vancouver (various hard-to-house
populations including the homeless,
domestic abuse victims, and the
mentally-ill). Further, Minneapolis
serves as a ‘pass through’ entity of
funds to establish, in collaboration
with local service agencies, two
women’s shelters, emergency housing
for homeless youth, and transitional
housing for women with substance
abuse issues. Similarly, Tacoma is
redirecting HUD funds into Pierce
County’s rapid rehousing program,
which provides subsidy to homeless
households with children and to
unaccompanied young adults.
Participating PHAs are also providing
short-term transitional housing
through MTW flexibility. Alaska has
begun a prisoner re-entry program,
while King County has redeveloped

a former alcohol treatment facility
into 46 transitional housing units
to reunite parents leaving prison
with their children. This facility
provides supportive services; those
graduating from the program have
wait list priority for public housing
units. Lawrence-Douglas has begun
a transitional housing program that
matches landlords with homeless
families; the PHA provides the
security deposit and temporary
rental assistance while also matching
residents with case management
services. Through a partnership with
a local agency, Louisville provides
HCVs to domestic violence and sexual
assault victims who participate in
programming; following graduation,
they may retain their voucher.
Oakland has developed a projectbased voucher sub-program for
transitional housing of special needs
populations. Philadelphia is utilizing
various funding sources, including
LIHTC, to provide shelter space and
transitional housing, including for
those moving out of nursing homes.
Many PHAs are serving hard-tohouse populations through voucher
and unit set-asides for vulnerable

Only MTW authorities may sponsor-base vouchers.
See http://www.csh.org/toolkit/public-housing-agencies-toolkit/unique-pha-programs-initiatives/sponsor-based-subsidies/ for additional information.
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Home Forward, the housing authority serving Portland, Oregon, has developed and manages 130 units at Bud Clark
Commons for formerly-homeless individuals.

populations, 31 including: Alaska (20
vouchers for ‘Qualified Medicaid
Waiver’ clients and 20 for mentallyill individuals); Baltimore (500
vouchers for the formerly-homeless);
Charlotte (50 homeless families
through Community-Based Rental
Assistance and additional units at a
public housing development); King
County (803 vouchers for homeless
families, domestic violence victims,
people with disabilities, terminallyill individuals, and homeless youth);
Lawrence-Douglas (five vouchers for
prisoner re-entry into the community);
Louisville (special referral vouchers
for those with severe mental illness);
Philadelphia (200 vouchers for
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formerly homeless individuals);
Portage (homeless families who
receive supportive services through a
partnership with a local agency); San
Diego (405 vouchers for the homeless);
San Mateo (60 vouchers for formerlyhomeless); Santa Clara (200 vouchers
for formerly-homeless with supportive
services); and Seattle (more than 3,200
project-based vouchers for various
partners providing supportive services).
MTW PHAs are providing supportive
housing in other innovative ways.
King County, Seattle, and other local
housing agencies are participating in
Sound Families, funded by the Gates
Foundation, which provides housing
and supportive services to homeless

families with children. Oakland has
developed a project-based assistance
sub-program for long-term assistance
at single-room occupancy (SRO)
developments offering supportive
services. Under its Continuum of
Care program, Lawrence-Douglas
operates six units of permanent
housing for formerly-homeless
individuals with dual diagnoses of
mental health and substance abuse
issues. Massachusetts has developed
an “MTW Value Voucher” that
offers higher subsidies (thus reducing
rents) to very low-income households.
Portland has developed and manages
130 units at Bud Clark Commons for
formerly-homeless individuals. The

Unlike sponsor-based vouchers, these HCVs are administered by the PHA. Furthermore, they are in addition to other set-aside voucher programs like
Veteran’s Affairs Supportive Housing (VASH) and the Family Unification Program (FUP).
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building includes access to services
for residents, a day access center for
people experiencing homelessness,
and a 90-bed men’s shelter run by
a community partner. Tacoma has
set aside 50 vouchers as part of its
McCarver Special Housing Program;
eligible families are those experiencing
homelessness with children enrolled
at McCarver Elementary School
(discussed previously).
Participating authorities also provide
supportive housing in conjunction with
other MTW initiatives. In addition to
modified payment standards (discussed
later), Chicago, New Haven, and
Portland are utilizing alternative rentsetting policies for supportive housing
developments; further, Portland is
making alternative contract rent
determinations for project-based
vouchers to make supportive housing
more affordable for hard-to-house
populations. Charlotte has established
time limits for its 50 CommunityBased Rental Assistance homeless
vouchers, which provide a subsidy
of up to $500 monthly to formerlyhomeless families within a three-year
(working families) or four-year (nonworking households) timeframe. PHAs
have also applied MTW flexibility
to financing supportive housing.
Vancouver has utilized various funding
sources to develop properties for
housing special-needs populations,
while Portland and New Haven have
set payment standards for serviceintensive PBV units at greater than
110% of Fair Market Rent.
Beyond providing additional units
of supportive housing, MTW PHAs
are also improving and expanding
services offered to these populations
and public housing tenants more
broadly. D.C. and Seattle are

32
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converting dwelling units into
service spaces for service providers,
allowing these organizations to
reach both tenants and those living
in the broader community. MTW
budgetary flexibility has allowed
King County to realize administrative
time savings and, in turn, dedicate
more staff hours to improving
lease-up rates among homeless and
mentally-ill populations. Louisville
trained a caseworker to improve
occupancy and provide social
services at a YMCA-owned SRO
property. Portage converted one of its
developments into a six-unit group
home for men with addiction/recovery
issues; on-site services are provided
through partnerships with two local
agencies. Portland has developed a
Program Based Assistance initiative
that provides time-limited assistance
and supportive services to especially
vulnerable families, including those
with children attending Alder
Elementary School, which has the
highest mobility rates in the county
and has been adopted by the I Have a
Dream Foundation.
MTW PHAs have also adopted
specialized wait list priority and
preferences for populations requiring
supportive services. Chicago has
implemented an expedited PBV wait
list for individuals referred by a local
social-service agency. King County
has set aside every third vacancy in
its public housing programs for those
graduating from transitional housing.
Lawrence-Douglas has partnered
with social service agencies to assist
homeless families that do not qualify
for housing assistance for various
reasons; after graduating from a twoyear program, these households may
move to a public housing or HCV
unit. San Bernardino’s No Child Left

Unsheltered program targets homeless
families with children. Through
partnerships with the local school
district and others, eligible families
receive an HCV or affordable housing
through a special wait list; housing
assistance is paired with supportive
services. Seattle provides “next
available unit” priority to applicants
referred by certain social service
partners. Portage has developed
an ‘Expedited Voucher Program for
Homeless Families,’ while Charlotte
has wait list preference for homeless
individuals.
Participating PHAs have also
expanded supportive housing
in partnership with educational
programming. Louisville has
partnered with Family Scholar House
to commit nearly 300 vouchers to
provide tenant-based rental assistance
to single-parent families attending
school. Tacoma is partnering with a
local college that provides vouchers
for students who are homeless or
at risk of homelessness (discussed
previously).

HOUSING FINANCING AND
VOUCHER INNOVATIONS

To develop new housing options for
low-income families, several PHAs
have adopted innovative financing
policies. Cambridge, Keene, Portage,
and Tulare are expanding housing
options through subsidiaries or
affiliated non-profits.32 Other
PHAs, including King County, San
Diego, San Mateo, Seattle, Tacoma,
and Vancouver, while not creating
subsidiaries, have utilized budgetary
fungibility to acquire additional public
housing units through leveraging
HUD monies with non-HUD funds,

Many other agencies are also working with affiliated non-profits. However, these four specifically mention subsidiaries as part of their MTW program.
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New Haven has established a
preference for up to 50 vouchers
for households at risk of foreclosure,
while Minneapolis and Orlando have
received HUD approval to provide
such households with interim HCV
assistance and financial counseling.
including LIHTC. Atlanta has
partnered with local developers and
private investors to build 16 mixedincome and mixed-finance (including
LIHTC) communities.
Certain housing authorities have
utilized MTW flexibility to re-think
how they administer their projectbased vouchers (PBV). Nine PHAs33
have raised the limit of assisted PBVs
in multifamily buildings above the
25% HUD guideline. Six PHAs
(King County, Minneapolis, Orlando,
Pittsburgh, Portland, and San Mateo)
are leveraging PBV funding against
private capital to construct additional
affordable housing units; D.C. and
San Mateo have also received HUD
approval to allocate PBVs to former
public housing units without a
competitive process. Within its PRA
program, Chicago has (i) extended
contracts to 30 years (from the
maximum 15), (ii) allowed households
to receive an HCV after two years of
occupancy, and (iii) provided vacancy
payments during project lease-up.
Further, Chicago is pooling PBVs across
regional housing authorities. Portland
has developed a local project-based
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voucher program that sets alternative
rents, moves to site-based wait lists
(discussed previously), and adopts
modified tenant screening criteria.
Agencies that are adopting other
voucher and financing innovations
include Charlotte, San Bernardino,
and San Mateo, which are shifting
HCV allocations from tenant-based to
project-based vouchers, thus increasing
the number of PBV units. Atlanta has
used MTW budgetary flexibility to
transfer traditional public housing
funds (Section 9) to the project-based
Section 8 program. Atlanta, Baltimore,
King County, Seattle, and Vancouver
have established a ‘floating’ PBV
program instead of specifying specific
units in HAP contracts. Portland has
developed a blended subsidy program
that combines Section 8 and public
housing funds with tenant rents to
ensure the financial viability of units.
San Bernardino has adopted alternative
property management guidelines that
better reflect private-market operations.
Seattle allows for greater HAP
payments for PBV units if needed to
support project budgets (e.g., requiring
a security deposit and last month’s rent).

To prevent households from fleeing
their agencies’ work requirement
or time limits (both discussed
earlier), Lawrence-Douglas, Lincoln,
and Tacoma have limited HCV
portability. For Lincoln, portability
is limited to “good cause,” which
includes reasons of education,
employment, safety, and medical/
disability, while Tacoma limits
portability to domestic violence
issues. While not instituting a work
requirement, Portage limits voucher
portability to housing authorities
who either absorb the household
or pay FMRs at or below those
in Portage County. To reduce
administrative paperwork associated
with moving, San Bernardino has
limited HCV moves to once every
two years, with exceptions in
cases of failed inspections or other
extenuating circumstances.

FORECLOSURE ASSISTANCE

Three PHAs – Minneapolis, New
Haven, and Orlando – are utilizing
MTW flexibility to confront the
rise in foreclosures. New Haven has
established a preference for up to 50
tenant- or project-based vouchers
to allocate to households at risk of
foreclosure. Meanwhile, Minneapolis
and Orlando have received HUD
approval to provide households at
risk for foreclosure with interim HCV
assistance and financial counseling.
The latter’s effort was begun in
partnership with the City of Orlando’s
foreclosure prevention program, which
provides financial assistance to atrisk families. Similarly, Minneapolis
provides Section 8 assistance to those
at risk of foreclosure who are referred
to the housing authority by a city office.
Further, Minneapolis has used its

Baltimore, Chicago D.C., Keene, Portland, San Antonio, Santa Clara, Seattle, and Vancouver.
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MTW flexibility to acquire, rehabilitate,
and rent out foreclosed properties.

CONSTRUCTION,
REHABILITATION, AND
ACQUISITION

Participating PHAs have streamlined
many aspects of construction,
rehabilitation, and acquisition in
addition to prioritizing acquisition
in high-quality neighborhoods
(discussed under ‘Increasing
Neighborhood Options’) and
adopting green building techniques
(discussed earlier). D.C. and Tulare
are streamlining approvals for
including public housing units in
privately-constructed buildings, while
Seattle has more broadly streamlined
the public housing development
process. Champaign and Charlotte
are acquiring properties without prior
HUD approval. Chicago and King
County are engaging in scatteredsite rehabilitation as units become
vacant, instead of rehabbing the
entire building and relocating existing
tenants. Atlanta, Chicago, and
Philadelphia have established locallyrelevant construction cost parameters,
subsidy layering, and environmental
review processes to replace HUD
guidelines.
Several PHAs are acquiring and
rehabilitating properties in lieu of new
construction; they believe this strategy
to be more cost-effective. Charlotte
and Chicago have shifted funds from
new construction to acquisition and
rehabilitation of existing properties.
King County is utilizing MTW
budget flexibility to bring housing
units to Uniform Federal Accessibility
Standards (UFAS), making more
housing accessible to those with
disabilities, while also utilizing MTW
flexibility to construct mixed-use and
mixed-income HOPE VI developments.
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PROJECT-BASING VOUCHERS

A small number of MTW PHAs are
converting public housing units into
project-based Section 8 units and/or
increasing the number of project-based
vouchers they offer. King County, San
Mateo, and Vancouver have HUD
authority to project-base all of the
replacement vouchers at public housing
complexes undergoing demo/dispo.
Lincoln has project-based 20 vouchers
to serve disabled tenants, and has
begun converting an elderly housing
complex to project-based vouchers
with supportive services (discussed
previously); Cambridge is also projectbasing some public housing units. As
discussed previously, Atlanta has
used MTW budgetary flexibility to
transfer traditional public housing
funds (Section 9) to the project-based
Section 8 program. Further, Charlotte,
San Bernardino and San Mateo
have HUD authorization to shift
voucher allocation from tenant-based
assistance to project-based vouchers.

HCV CONTRIBUTIONS

Numerous PHAs have utilized MTW
flexibility to adjust HCV payments
on both the tenant (contribution) and
authority (with respect to Fair Market
Rents and payment standards) sides,
often in conjunction with other MTW
initiatives. Nine authorities (Atlanta,
Champaign, Chicago, D.C., King
County, Massachusetts, New Haven,
Portland, and San Bernardino) have
established sub-market rents and/or
payment standards that differ from
HUD Fair Market Rents (FMR). Five
of these efforts (Chicago, D.C., King
County, New Haven, and Portland)
are for the purpose of allowing
households to move into high-quality
neighborhoods (and are discussed
in greater detail under ‘Increasing

Neighborhood Options’ below).
Atlanta, Champaign, King County,
and San Bernardino’s programs
are designed to better reflect local
sub-market variations – including
distortions caused by Champaign
County’s significant college student
population and the large size of San
Bernardino County.
Another change to the HCV
program – and one that also allows
recipients to move into more desirable
neighborhoods – is increasing the
maximum tenant rent burden;
eleven PHAs (Alaska, Keene, King
County, Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Portage,
Portland, San Diego, Seattle, Tacoma,
and Tulare) have done so. Ten of these
initiatives (all but Alaska, which has
increased the tenant contribution cap
to 50%) are designed to allow HCV
recipients to move into more desirable
neighborhoods and are discussed
in greater detail in ‘Increasing
Neighborhood Options.’
In conjunction with supportive
housing programs, several PHAs
have established higher payment
standards for service-enriched and
supportive housing. Atlanta, Chicago,
New Haven, and Portland allow for
payment standards above 110% FMR
for supportive housing, while also
modifying contract rents to make more
project-based units affordable to zeroincome households. Massachusetts
has piloted a “MTW Value Voucher”
that provides greater subsidies than
traditional HCVs for homeless and
disabled families (discussed under
‘Supportive Housing’).
Unique HCV contribution initiatives
– not falling into other categories in
this report – include Louisville, which
allows for two-bedroom payment
standards for one-bedroom eligible
HCV Homeownership Program
households, and Charlotte, Portage,
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Participating agencies have implemented new initiatives to improve family access to housing and provide greater support
to vulnerable families.

and Portland, which provide HAP to
landlords through electronic funds
transfer. Tacoma allows for nontraditional lease times (either shorter
or longer than a year) on a case-bycase basis, and allows residents to lease
up in share housing facilities or from
relatives; leasing up with a relative is
limited to hardships that include poor
credit, needing help with childcare, or
credit/criminal history issues.

HCV LANDLORD OUTREACH

A limited number of participating
PHAs are utilizing MTW flexibility
to educate and conduct outreach to
current and potential landlords of
HCV recipients. Chicago is a leader in
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the category, holding weekly “HCV
Owner Informational Briefings” for
current and interested property
owners/managers (in 2012, Chicago
held 39 such meetings with roughly
1,000 participants). Chicago also
holds owner symposiums that provide
multifaceted information to property
owners to improve their business,
and holds property management
training for property owners that
also provides information on the
HCV program. Further, Chicago
and Louisville have developed highperforming landlord programs that
identify exceptional owners and
managers of properties where HCV
recipients live; participants in the
program receive preferred inspections
scheduling and (for Lexington)

reduced HQS inspection frequency.34
To attract landlords in lower-poverty
markets, Atlanta provides a Leasing
Incentive Fee to assist participants
with application fees and security
deposits. In one of its administering
agencies, Massachusetts has
developed an Owner Incentive Fund
that, by providing landlords with
a $1,200 payment to improve their
unit, aims to attract new landlords to
the HCV program and improve the
quality of units. Portland provides
vacancy loss payments, and has
implemented a landlord guarantee fee
structure that was adopted statewide
as part of a bill that prohibits
discrimination against Section 8
voucher holders.

Chicago also grants reduced inspection frequency for high-performing units (these must be owned by high-performing landlords, but all units owned by
these landlords do not necessarily qualify for reduced inspection frequency).
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EXPANDING HOUSING OPTIONS
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FAMILY ACCESS TO HOUSING

HOMEOWNERSHIP PROGRAMS

PHAs have implemented a variety of
programs that broadly impact how
particularly-needy families access
subsidized housing.35 Several of these
efforts are intended to provide greater
support to vulnerable families, such
as King County granting preference
to extremely-low income households
(those earning below 30% of AMI).
King County and Massachusetts
have enhanced Family Unification
Programs that offer assisted housing
to (i) victims of domestic violence and
their children, (ii) families with children
returning from foster care, and (iii)
youth who have aged out of foster
care. Seattle has allowed landlords to
admit certain low-risk felons to live
in project-based HCV units. Tacoma
allows soldiers on deployment to
continue receiving housing assistance
instead of terminating their assistance
after 180 days away from home (as per
HUD regulations). Portland charges a
$100 monthly reduction in assistance
for families with ineligible members,
while Tulare has implemented a $25 per
person monthly fee for all household
members with ineligible alien status
(i.e., those who are not eligible to
receive housing assistance due to their
immigration status). When the head of
household changes, San Mateo requires
new heads of household to have lived
in the household for the previous
twelve months; in addition, they must
enroll in that authority’s self-sufficiency
program. San Mateo will also accept a
lower HAP if a public housing resident
is living in an oversized unit undergoing
demo/dispo and the authority does
not have an appropriately-sized unit to
which that tenant can move.

One of the goals of assisted housing
programs is to move residents to selfsufficiency and market-rate housing,
be it rental or homeownership. To
that end, HUD promotes moving
families to homeownership through
its Homeownership Voucher Program,
which allows eligible HCV recipients
of participating housing authorities to
apply HAP toward mortgage payments.
Chicago, Delaware, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and Portage have expanded
their Homeownership Voucher
Program to include both HCV and
public housing tenants. Minneapolis
has combined its Homeownership
Voucher Program with its foreclosure
prevention program (discussed
previously). To prepare residents for
homeownership, D.C. has developed
a place-based program where all
residents of selected developments
receive a Savings Escrow Account
to assist with down payments, and
tenants are responsible for upkeep of
their unit with assistance from the
housing authority.
Beyond expanding the Homeownership
Voucher Program, PHAs are promoting
homeownership in other innovative
ways. Four authorities – Atlanta,
Lawrence-Douglas, Massachusetts (for
a small subset grandfathered in from
a now-discontinued self-sufficiency
program), and Minneapolis – provide
some form of down payment assistance.
Atlanta (working with local builders)
and Minneapolis do so through
partnership with a local non-profit,
though Minneapolis provides assistance
only to those not participating in the
Homeownership Voucher Program.

Both Lawrence-Douglas and
Massachusetts provide down payment
matching grants of $3,000 and $500,
respectively. 36
In addition to these programs, MTW
PHAs are encouraging homeownership
by developing affordable properties
themselves or partnering with outside
organizations. Orlando has partnered
with Habitat for Humanity to offer
affordable homeownership to its
residents, while King County has
cultivated a similar relationship with
a local affordable housing developer.
King County also allows residents
the opportunity to purchase a
manufactured house at a complex that
the authority owns (both residents and
the general public go through the same
purchasing process). Rents for the lots
on which these houses sit (the “pad”)
are below-market, and homeowners
agree to sell the unit back to the
housing authority after move-out.

35

Several sections within ‘Expanding Housing Options’ concern how households access housing; the policies within this section are not easily
classified within other sections.

36

Massachusetts’s program is limited to a small pilot group participating in work force activities.
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INCREASING NEIGHBORHOOD
OPTIONS

MTW PHAs are also expanding
housing options by allowing
households to move into higheropportunity and more-desirable
neighborhoods and have broadly
employed three strategies to do so:
(i) increasing payment standards,
(ii) increasing (or removing) rent
reasonableness limits, and (iii)
acquiring land and housing in
high-quality neighborhoods. Nine
authorities (Atlanta, Champaign,
Chicago, D.C., King County,
Massachusetts, New Haven, Portland,
and San Diego) have established submarket rents or payment standards
that differ from HUD Fair Market
Rents (FMRs). Chicago, D.C., New
Haven, and San Diego provide for
exception payment standards for
HCV recipients that move into areas
with low poverty rates, high quality
schools, high accessibility, and other
amenities. Atlanta and King County
have completely decoupled payment
standards from FMR, replacing them
with amounts based on area submarkets, while Portland sets payment
standards based on local market rents
that vary between 80% and 120%
(instead of 90% - 110% per HUD
guidelines) of FMR. All of these
programs aim to allow and encourage
residents to move to more desirable
neighborhoods. While not increasing
payment standards, Oakland has
implemented a policy that facilitates
resident transfers from traditional
public housing (Section 9) and projectbased Section 8 to tenant-based
HCVs; the authority believes the latter
will increase housing and location
options for families.
37

MTW PHAs are allowing
households to move into desirable
neighborhoods by increasing
payment standards, increasing (or
removing) rent reasonableness limits,
and acquiring land and housing in
high-opportunity areas.
Ten PHAs (Keene, King County,
Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Portage, Portland,
San Mateo, Seattle, Tacoma, and
Tulare) have increased the maximum
rent burden for HCV recipients with
the goal of moving residents to high
quality neighborhoods.37 Of these,
four (Keene, San Mateo, Tacoma,
and Tulare) have eliminated the 40%
cap entirely, while Pittsburgh uses
the 40% initial rent burden only as
a guideline, not a requirement. In
addition, four PHAs have increased
(but not eliminated) the rent burden
cap: King County and Seattle (up to
40% of gross income); Lincoln (up
to 50% of gross); and Portage and
Portland (up to 70% of gross).
Finally, participating agencies
are increasing housing options by
prioritizing property acquisition in,
and tenant relocation to, high-quality
neighborhoods, often in conjunction
with other MTW activities. King
County has used MTW flexibility
to acquire mixed-income properties
in desirable areas through bond
financing and other private financing
tools. Charlotte has purchased and

rehabilitated properties in higherincome neighborhoods; by rehabbing
existing properties, the authority can
bring new housing on-line faster and
at a lower cost than new construction.
Further, Charlotte has authorization
to acquire property without prior
HUD approval. Charlotte and
Vancouver are prioritizing the
acquisition of property along current
and future transit corridors, and are
working to acquire and construct
new housing in stable neighborhoods.
Minneapolis has hired a Community
Services Coordinator to administer
its Mobility Voucher program, which
encourages households to move
to low-poverty neighborhoods;
San Diego also provides resources
to families wanting to relocate to
opportunity areas while also offering
a security deposit loan program for
those households.

HUD caps the amount HCV residents may pay as rent at 40% of adjusted income. Additionally, Alaska has also increased the rent burden, but without the
goal of moving households to higher-quality neighborhoods.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

THIS REPORT HAS cataloged MTW

innovations across participating
agencies. To do so, it has analyzed
each participating PHA’s most recent
MTW annual report and classified
initiatives along the program’s
three statutory goals: (i) increasing
cost-effectiveness in delivering
housing services; (ii) moving
families to self-sufficiency; and (iii)
expanding housing options, while
acknowledging that many initiatives
may fulfill more than one goal. In
contrast to previous evaluations,
which have largely focused on one
(or a few) particularly innovative
programs, we have attempted to be
as thorough as possible and have
included all reported initiatives.
Within the three statutory goals, the
report has identified several common
areas of innovation. For example,
as part of efforts to achieve cost
savings and provide services in a
more cost-effective manner, many
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PHAs have engaged in rent reform
and adopted less frequent income
recertifications, simplified income
calculations, and implemented
alternative HQS inspection protocols.
To move families to self-sufficiency,
numerous agencies have altered
how they provide self-sufficiency
services to residents and partnered
with educational, social service,
and public health agencies to offer
expanded services to tenants. To
expand housing options, the
most popular innovations include
increasing the type and number of
supportive housing units, adopting
alternative housing financing –
including the leveraging of projectbased vouchers against private
market funding – and moving
households to high-opportunity
neighborhoods. The degree to
which the innovations reviewed in
this report have actually met their
objectives, however, is beyond the
scope of this report.

Given the intent of MTW and
recent attempts to rebrand the
program as “America’s Housing
Policy Lab,” focus should be placed
on meaningful data collection and
rigorous evaluation of policies
and programs with an eye toward
national adoption — a concern
echoed by a 2012 Government
Accountability Office (GAO)
report 38 and in 2013 Congressional
testimony. 39 In the absence of
national coordination or widespread
evaluation, many MTW initiatives
are adopted with little formal
evaluation from which policy
recommendations may be drawn.
Although not without controversy,
HUD’s recent mandate that MTW
agencies report on a common set
of metrics may support efforts to
evaluate the effectiveness of MTW
initiatives and inform decisions on
whether they should be authorized
for national adoption by all PHAs.
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APPENDIX: TABLE OF ACTIVITIES BY AGENCY
INCREASING COST-EFFECTIVENESS

PHAs

COUNT

Income Verificaiton
and Recertification

Triennial elderly/disabled

Lexington, Minneapolis, Oakland, Orlando, San Diego, Seattle, Vancouver

7

Biennial elderly/disabled

Atlanta, Champaign, Charlotte, Delaware, Lawrence-Douglas, Lincoln, Louisville,
San Antonio, San Mateo

9

Biennial agency-wide

Alaska, Baltimore, Charlotte, Chicago, D.C., Lawrence-Douglas, Massachusetts,
Pittsburgh, San Bernadino

9

Triennial elderly/disabled and biennial
work-able

Boulder, King County, New Haven, Philadelphia, Portage, Portland,
Santa Clara, Tacoma

8

Expanded definition of income

Lawrence-Douglas, San Bernardino, San Mateo, Seattle, Tulare

5
4

Income Calculation

Deductions

Utilities

Rent Reform

HQS Inspections

Green Building

Wait List
Management

Administrative

Resident Customer
Service

Excluded additional sources of income

D.C., Lawrence-Douglas, Massachusetts, Portland

Calculate rent as percent of gross income

Boulder, Keene, Lincoln, Portland, San Bernardino

5

Self-certification of assets

Baltimore, Boulder, Charlotte, D.C., Lincoln, Portland, San Diego, Tacoma, Vancouver

9

Limit amount of assets to qualify for
assistance

Boulder, San Mateo

2

Standardized or simplified deducations

Charlotte, King County, Louisville, New Haven, Portage, San Diego, Tulare, Vancouver

8

Simplified Earned Income Disregard

Atlanta, New Haven, Portage

3

Eliminated Earned Income Disregard

Alaska, Boulder, Charlotte, Lawrence-Douglas, Lincoln, Louisville, Minneapolis,
Portland, San Bernardino, San Mateo

10

Alternative, flat, or eliminated utility
allowance

Boulder, Lincoln, Portland, Tulare

4

Using utility payments to encourage selfsufficiency or conservation

Atlanta, Charlotte, King County, Philadelphia, Seattle, Vancouver

5

Raised minimum rents

Atlanta, Boulder, Cambridge, Champaign, Charlotte, Chicago, Lawrence-Douglas,
Lexington, Lincoln, Minneapolis, Portland, San Bernardino, Seattle

13

Tied supportive servies to rent reform

New Haven, Orlando, Pittsburgh

3

Rent tiers/bands

Boulder, Charlotte, Cambridge, New Haven, San Mateo, Seattle, Tacoma

7

Stepped/escalating rents

Keene, Portland, San Bernardino

3

Rent calculated as a percent of gross
income

Boulder, Keene, Lincoln, Portland, San Bernardino

5

Ceiling rent modifications

Cambridge, D.C., San Mateo, Seattle, Portland

5

Reduced HQS frequency

Boulder, Charlotte, Keene, Lincoln, Louisville, Massachusetts, Oakland, Santa Clara,
San Diego, Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver

12

Landlords can self-certify minor violations

D.C., King County, San Diego, San Mateo, Seattle

5

High-performing unit/landlord programs

Chicago, Lexington

2

Accept a certficate of occupancy
in lieu of an initial HQS

Charlotte, Chicago

2

Altered HQS procedures

Atlanta, Cambridge, D.C., King County, Lincoln, New Haven, Orlando, Portland, San
Bernardino, Santa Clara, San Diego, San Mateo, Seattle, Vancouver

14

Achieving LEED certification

Atlanta, Charlotte, Tacoma

3

Promoting conservation or other costsavings

Atlanta, Cambridge, D.C., King County, Lawrence-Douglas, Orlando, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, San Antonio, Seattle, Vancouver

11

Site-based wait lists for PBV

Alaska, Champaign, Lincoln, Massachusetts, Seattle

5

Site-based wait lists for PBV and public
housing

Atlanta, Charlotte, King County, Oakland, and Portland

5
1

Site-based wait lists for public housing only

Tacoma

Other wait list innovations

Chicago, Cambridge, D.C., Lincoln, Pittsburgh, San Antonio, Santa Clara, Vancouver

8

Improved management practices

Alaska, Atlanta, Cambridge, Charlotte, Chicago, Keene, Portland, San Antonio, Seattle

9

Improved administrative procedures

King County, Lawrence-Douglas, Seattle

3

Accounting innovations

Atlanta, Cambridge, Charlotte, Portland, San Bernardino, Seattle, Tacoma

7

Resident surveys

Cambridge, Champaign, Charlotte

3

Academic evaluations

Atlanta, Cambridge, Champaign, Charlotte, Lexington, Pittsburgh

6

Other customer service improvements

Chicago, Keene

2
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APPENDIX: TABLE OF ACTIVITIES BY AGENCY

MOVING FAMILIES TO SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Self-sufficiency
Programming

COUNT
3

Merged MTW FSS

Baltimore, Charlotte, Portland

Requiring participation for some

Atlanta, Champaign, Delaware, Keene, Lawrence-Douglas, Pittsburgh

6

Partnerships with local agencies

Cambridge, Portland, San Mateo, Vancouver

4

Site-based programs

Baltimore, Charlotte, Orlando, Portland

4

Other self-sufficiency program
innovations

Chicago, Keene, Massachusetts, Pittsburgh, San Diego

5

Escrow account innovations

Charlotte, Delaware, King County, Minneapolis, Portland, San Bernardino, Seattle

7

Direct payments to residents

Baltimore, D.C., Keene, Lawrence-Douglas, Portland, San Antonio, San Mateo,
Seattle

8

Work Requirements

Formal work requirement

Atlanta, Champaign, Charlotte, Chicago, Delaware, Lawrence-Douglas, Louisville,
San Bernardino

8

Minimum earned income requirement

Lincoln, Vancouver

2

Time Restrictions

Time restrictions

Delaware, Louisville, Massachusetts, Tacoma, Tulare

5

Lengthened time restrictions
for ceiling rent/$0 HAP

Oakland, San Bernardino, San Mateo, Seattle, Vancouver

5

Mandatory good neighbor training
for some or all residents

Atlanta, Charlotte, Chicago, Lincoln

4

Vocational training programs

Cambridge, Chicago, Lexington, Lawrence-Douglas, New Haven, Orlando, Portage,
San Antonio

8

Escrow Accounts

Work and vocational
programming

Educational initiatives

Public Health
Initiatives

35

PHAs

Partnerships with local schools

Atlanta, Charlotte, Tacoma

3

Supporting parent involvement in schools

Cambridge, Lexington

2

For all residents

Atlanta, Baltimore, Charlotte, Lawrence-Douglas, Portland, San Antonio, Seattle,
Tacoma

8

For elderly/disabled

Atlanta, Cambridge, Lincoln, Philadelphia

4

For households with children

Cambridge, Lawrence-Douglas

2

Infrastructure improvements

Atlanta, Charlotte, Lexington, Keene, San Antonio

5
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PHAs

COUNT

Supportive
Housing

Sponsor-based vouchers

Alaska, Atlanta, Cambridge, Charlotte, Keene, King County, Lawrence-Douglas,
Lexington, Louisville, Minneapolis, Oakland, Orlando, Philadelphia, Portage, San
Antonio, San Diego, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver

21

Transitional housing

Alaska, King County, Lawrence-Douglas, Louisville, Oakland, Philadelphia

6

Voucher set-asides

Alaska, Baltimore, Charlotte, King County, Lawrence-Douglas, Philadelphia, Portage,
San Diego, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Seattle, Vancouver

12

Special housing programs

Charlotte, Chicago, King County, Lawrence-Douglas, Massachusetts, New Haven,
Oakland, Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver

11

Improved services

D.C., King County, Louisville, Portage, Portland, Seattle

6

Wait list priority

Charlotte, Chicago, King County, Lawrence-Douglas, Louisville, Portage, San
Bernardino, Seattle

8

In partnership with educational
institutions

Louisville, Tacoma

2

Subsidiaries or leveraging non-HUD
funds

Atlanta, Cambridge, Keene, King County, Portage, San Diego, San Mateo, Seattle, Tacoma,
Tulare, Vancouver

11

Project-based Voucher innovations

Baltimore, Chicago, D.C., Keene, King County, Minneapolis, Orlando, Pittsburgh, Portland,
San Antonio, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Seattle, Vancouver

14

Other voucher innovations

Atlanta, Baltimore, Charlotte, King County, Portland, San Bernardino, Seattle, Vancouver

8

Financing and
Vouchers

Foreclosure
assistance

Construction,
rehabilitation, and
acquisition

Project-basing
vouchers

HCV contributions

Family Access to
Housing

Homeownership
Programs

Increasing
Neighborhood
Options

Limited portability

Lawrence-Douglas, Lincoln, Portage, San Bernardino, Tacoma

5

Voucher assistance to at-risk
households

Minneapolis, New Haven, Orlando

3

Purchasing and renovating foreclosed
properties

Minneapolis

1

Streamlining approvals for
construction or acquisition

Champaign, Charlotte, D.C., Seattle, Tulare

5

Scattered-site rehabilitation

Chicago, King County

2

Local construction cost parameters

Atlanta, Chicago, Philadelphia

3

Prioritizing acquisition/rehabiliation
over new construction

Charlotte, Chicago, King County

3

Project-basing all replacement units

King County, San Mateo, Vancouver

3

Project-basing some public housing
units

Cambridge, Lincoln

2

Shifting funding to project-based
vouchers

Atlanta, Charlotte, San Bernardino, San Mateo

4

Sub-market rents or payment standards

Atlanta, Champaign, Chicago, D.C., King County, Massachusetts, New Haven, Portland,
San Bernardino

9

Increased tenant rent burden

Alaska, Keene, King County, Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Portage, Portland, San Diego, Seattle,
Tacoma, Tulare

11

Higher payment standards for
supportive housing

Atlanta, Chicago, Massachusetts, New Haven, Portland

5

Other HCV contribution innovations

Louisville, Portage, Portland, Tacoma

4

Enhanced Family Unification Programs

King County, Massachusetts

2

Fees for ineligible household members

Portland, Tulare

3

Other changes to how families access
housing

King County, Tacoma, San Mateo, Seattle

4

Expanding homeownership voucher
program to public housing

Chicago, D.C., Delaware, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portage

7

Down payment assistance

Atlanta, Lawrence-Douglas, Massachusetts, Minneapolis

4

Developing affordable properties

King County, Orlando

2

Sub-market rents or payment standards

Atlanta, Champaign, Chicago, D.C., King County, Massachusetts, New Haven, Oakland,
Portland, San Diego

10

Increased tenant rent burden

Keene, King County, Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Portage, Portland, San Mateo, Seattle, Tacoma,
Tulare

10

Prioritizing property acquisition in highopportunity areas

Charlotte, King County, Minneapolis, San Diego, Vancouver

5
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